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ABSTRACT
A Visual Focus on Form Understanding
Brian Lafayette Davis
Department of Computer Science, BYU
Doctor of Philosophy
Paper forms are a commonly used format for collecting information, including information that ultimately will be added to a digital database. This work focuses on the
automatic extraction of information from form images. It examines what can be achieved at
parsing forms without any textual information. The resulting model, FUDGE, shows that
computer vision alone is reasonably successful at the problem. Drawing from the strengths
and weaknesses of FUDGE, this work also introduces a novel model, Dessurt, for end-to-end
document understanding. Dessurt performs text recognition implicitly and is capable of
outputting arbitrary text, making it a more flexible document processing model than prior
methods. Dessurt is capable of parsing the entire contents of a form image into a structured
format directly, achieving better performance than FUDGE at this task. Also included is
a technique to generate synthetic handwriting, which provides synthetic training data for
Dessurt.

Keywords: form understanding, document understanding, information extraction, handwriting
recognition, OCR
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This research delves into form understanding, the problem of having computers
understanding forms well enough to extract information from them. The use of “understanding”
here is superficial. I think we are still a long ways off from having a computer truly “understand”
a form, but the community, including the research presented here, is making steps towards
true understanding. The primary contributions of this work are
• A new form understanding dataset of historical forms where handwriting is present,
the National Archive Forms (NAF) Dataset (Chapter 2)
• A purely visual model that performs form understanding, FUDGE, which highlights
the importance of visual information in form understanding (Chapter 3)
• A novel end-to-end document understanding model, Dessurt, which incorporates strong
visual processing while addressing limitations of FUDGE and other state-of-the-art
document understanding methods, and can perform full form parsing taking a document
image input and directly outputting the information as JSON (Chapter 5)
• A method of synthesizing lines of handwriting, which we use to create a synthetic
dataset to train Dessurt (Chapter 6)
This chapter takes a closer look at what a form actually is and motivates why solving
form understanding is a worthwhile problem. The specific problem being solved is defined.
An overview of the research this dissertation presents concludes this chapter. Later chapters
in this dissertation include the papers detailing the research, and the dissertation concludes
with summarizing remarks and my predictions about the future of the field.
1

1.1

What is a Form?

While there might be multiple definitions of forms, for our examination of this problem
I define a form to be a document that is created with the intention of collecting specific
information by having the information added to the document by a person or machine.
Important to the nature of forms is that the document declares, explicitly or implicitly, what
data is to be collected on it and how the information should be entered, written, or added to
the form. This is communicated by the words of the form, the layout of the form, and visual
cues (non-textual elements like lines or boxes). Layout here means the position of things on
the document.
This definition of form applies equally to digital forms, but this work exclusively
examines images of paper forms.
There are many ways information can be added to a form. The most common is
a region where the form-filler can write words and/or numbers. These become label-value
pairs, with the label being captured by the pre-printed form text, and the value being the
information added. Other notable input methods for forms include check-boxes, or words
that are to be circled or crossed out to convey binary information, and tables to collect the
same information about several things.
The research in this dissertation largely ignores blank forms and instead focuses on
forms that have information filled into them.
1.2

Why Should We Care About Form Understanding?

Paper forms are regularly used, even in today’s world of ubiquitous smartphones, to collect
and convey information. In many instances, the final destination of the information is a
computer database. Having an automated system of entering information from a paper form
into a computer database would be convenient for many businesses, removing tedious human
effort. However, there are real world situations where having an automated system like this is
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more than convenient. These are generally situations in which a backlog of paper forms needs
to be digitized, and the expense of having humans do it is not something an organization
can shoulder. An example of this could be a developing country converting their healthcare
system data to digital form, but being unable to upload the history of documents in their
physical archives.
A concrete example that motivated the research in this dissertation is a problem faced
by FamilySearch, a non-profit company that provides both software and data for genealogical
purposes. To transcribe their archive of historical record images they created a volunteer
indexing program, where volunteers transcribe the vital information (key genealogical facts)
from the images. While very successful, the program has two flaws: 1) it is only effective on
collections of homogeneous documents (lots of forms all with the same layout and information
being collected), as each type of form would need to be manually set up as a project for
the volunteers to index (indicate what fields on the form would be transcribed), and 2) the
volunteer base was almost entirely English speaking, meaning the non-English documents
were not being processed sufficiently quickly. Because FamilySearch is continuously collecting
more records, their collections of non-English records is growing more quickly than they are
being transcribed. These problems highlight the need to automate the process (relaxing the
reliance on the non-English speaking volunteers), and the need to have a system that can
handle unique form layouts.

1.3

Defining the Problem of Form Understanding

For this dissertation, form understanding refers to extracting the information from an arbitrary
form, capturing not just what was added but the label or meaning of that information. This
requires understanding the layout of the form well enough to know what information was
added and what the information is (a name, a date, the person’s ID number, etc.).
The problem of extracting information from a large set of forms with the same layout
is best solved by template-based approaches, where a template of the form aids the processing.
3

Figure 1.1: An example of a date field with a hierarchy of labels
This is not the problem addressed in this dissertation. The ability to handle a variety form
layouts is an assumed requirement.
The term “form understanding” was introduced with the FUNSD (Form Understanding
on Noisy Scanned Documents) dataset [10]. It introduced two companion tasks: entity
detection, and entity linking or relationship detection. Entity detection is a problem from
the natural language processing (NLP) community where one wishes to group the words
composing certain entities, and provide a label or class for that entity (e.g. find the words
composing a person’s name and provide the label “person” for the entity). In the FUNSD
dataset, entities are the words composing headers, labels, and values. The relationships
naturally link labels to their respective value(s), and headers to the labels beneath them.
Figure 1.2 is an example of a form with its entities and links. This is a nice representation but
has some flaws, particularly with tables and deep hierarchies. While it can represent tables
with each cell being a value with two labels, its respective row, and column headers, this is a
somewhat cumbersome way to represent a table and does not quite capture a table with only
row or column headers. Near the top of Figure 1.2 we see the header “CIGARETTE MAKING”
has two headers below it; clearly these are sub-headers, but because these relationships are
undirected, there is no indication in the annotation which is the main header and which
might be sub-headers. Another example of hierarchy is the date field shown in Figure 1.1.
This essentially has four labels and three values, but one of the labels is the main label and
the others are sub-labels. One could call the main label a header, but that removes some of
the nuance.
While the formulation of form understanding as entity detection and linking is problematic for some situations, it is used as a goal task for much of this research. I believe it is a

4

Figure 1.2: An example image from the FUNSD dataset with entity and relationship
annotations. The box color indicates class. Green: header, Blue: label/question, Yellow:
value/answer, Magenta: other. The red lines are relationships
5

Figure 1.3: An example of a FUNSD image and its corresponding JSON parse

6

good place to start working on the problem. The end goal of this work is form parsing. In
this task, the system must read the entire document into some structured output. I choose a
JSON format which is described in Chapter 5. The FUNSD dataset’s linking and classes are
the basis of my JSON format, but it also includes a more natural table representation. This
is far more flexible and has the potential to handle certain things, like hierarchy, much more
elegantly than just entities and links could. An example of a form with its JSON parse is in
Figure 1.3.

1.4

Research Overview

For context, when this research was initiated there were no publicly available form datasets
suitable for solving the problem. This necessitated the creation of a dataset, leading to the
National Archive Forms (NAF) dataset [3]. The images are forms from the United States
National Archive that had been imaged by FamilySearch (examples in Figure 1.4). The
choice of these documents was influenced by my interest in working with historical records,
but was primarily motivated by privacy issues. Many forms collect personal information,
or business information, and therefore a set of modern forms would likely be unable to be
publicly released as a research dataset.
This choice of domain for a dataset influenced the focus and direction of the work
presented, ultimately leading in a different direction than much of the research published
after the release of the FUNSD dataset.
There were two parts of the NAF dataset needing labeling: 1) the entities and
relationships, and 2) the transcription of the text and handwriting on the documents. We
observed that the detection of relationships does not require reading the text. You can
observe in Figure 1.5 that even in the presence of nonsense language, the parsing of the form
is visually discernible (this would hold true for a form written in an unfamiliar language). As
a result, the first investigations into form understanding presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are
from a purely visual perspective and ignore the text transcription or language.
7

Figure 1.4: Example images from the NAF dataset
8

Figure 1.5: A form with nonsense language. Despite the language having no meaning,
the label-value pairs in the image are discernible. Furthermore, determining whether the
label-value pairs are label-on-top or label-on-bottom demonstrates the need for a global
reasoning over a document.

9

Figure 1.6: An image parsed into its scene graph, taken from Yang et al. [17]
This dissertation is composed of published papers (Chapters 2, 3, and 6) and one
manuscript (Chapter 5) as well as an interlude and conclusion (Chapters 4 and 7). The
references for each paper and manuscript are self-contained at the end of their respective
chapters. The other chapters (1, 4, and 7) have their references at the end of the dissertation.
Chapters 2 and 3 attempt to solve form understanding as a linking task. Chapter 4 discusses
some weaknesses of the developed method and Chapter 5 introduces a novel model, Dessurt,
which addresses these. Dessurt is a multi-modal transformer and requires extensive document
pre-training. As a result of this and its very flexible output Dessurt is a strong general
purpose document understanding model. As part of Dessurt’s pre-training, we synthesize
handwritten doucments; Chapter 6 describes the method used to synthesize handwritten
lines.
The remainder of this section gives an overview of each paper and how they fit into
the dissertation’s contributions.
1.4.1

Visual Form Understanding (Chapter 2)

Chapter 2 presents a visual-only form understanding method, which was inspired by the scene
parsing works of the same time. In scene parsing, one detects objects and then determines
10

the relationships between them, as shown in Figure 1.6. For document images, the objects
would be text lines, and then the relationships between them would be determined.
Our approach was similar to scene parsing methods. It first begins with a text line
detector, a deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The resulting text lines have a proposal
as to which might have potential relationships. For all the possible relationships, another
CNN processes the window surrounding the two text lines, with information regarding which
two text lines are being compared.
Alone this relationship decision is somewhat flawed, as it is made in isolation and
relationships can be ambiguous until viewed in the context of others on the document. This
is illustrated in Figure 1.5, where whether a label is above or below the value is ambiguous in
the middle of a column and must be resolved by looking at the top or bottom label-value pair.
We implemented an optimization that would take an estimated number of relationships for
each text line (generally one) and the predicted relationships, then decide which relationships
make the document as a whole the most consistent. This improved results a little bit generally,
but not consistently (some forms had worse performance). This optimization approach to
document-level consistency has a flaw, which is that it is dependent on having the number of
relationships for a text line. The problem of predicting how many relationships a text line
has is very closely related to predicting the relationships themselves.
1.4.2

Improving Visual Form Understanding with FUDGE (Chapter 3)

As previously mentioned, the visual form understanding method presented in Chapter 2 has a
flaw in how it attempts to do document-level reasoning. It also has a representational problem.
The labeling scheme for the NAF dataset was developed with the primitive being text lines,
which then had relationships. However, the FUNSD dataset was subsequently released with
a clearly more intuitive primitive of text entities. An entity could encompass multiple text
lines that formed a single thing (a label, a value, etc.). This highlighted another flaw with
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the approach detailed in Chapter 2; it also used text lines as a primitive for relationship
prediction, despite the fact that relationships really should be between entities.
These flaws were addressed with an improved model, FUDGE (Form Understanding
via Dynamic Graph Editing). In FUDGE we continue viewing the form as a graph but take
better advantage of this perspective. The document-level reasoning is provided by a graph
convolutional network (GCN), and the graph is edited in a way to go from text lines to text
entities. These improvements yielded much better results. A GCN allows information to
transfer from a node to its neighbors, thus after several passes the network has a “global”
perspective. The editing was done primarily by predicting which nodes should be merged
and editing the graph accordingly. This grouped text lines into text entities but maintained
the other edges to predict relationships.
With the introduction of the FUNSD dataset, other researchers began publishing
results using the dataset. The strongest of these approaches were text-focused (as opposed
to my work being visually-focused). They were BERT [5] models augmented with layout
information. BERT is a powerful transformer language model, a neural network that encoders
a relatively deep knowledge derived from seeing lots of text. It has been shown to be very
effective over a wide array of NLP tasks.
These text-focused models had an implicit assumption that text recognition (reading
the words on the page) is a solved problem. While this is a fine assumption for the FUNSD
dataset and many modern documents, this is not an assumption that could be applied to
the NAF dataset. As part of the dataset creation, the handwriting in the NAF dataset was
transcribed by humans and the results were far from perfect. If humans struggled to read
the handwriting, it is unlikely any recognition model would be able to do well enough to fill
these other text-focused methods’ assumptions. An open source OCR system was used to
transcribe the printed text in the NAF dataset, and it did quite poorly.
In comparison to FUDGE, these text-focused transformer methods performed much
better on entity detection, but only a little bit better on entity linking. From this, we drew
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the conclusion that the visual processing was a very important aspect of solving the form
understanding problem.
FUDGE is clearly not an optimal solution to form understanding as it completely
ignores language. Label-value pairs can sometimes be inferred almost exclusively from
language. For example, if a label is “Name” and the possible values are “23 Jan 2022”, “123
Orchid Ln.”, and “Susan Smith”, one doesn’t need to see the layout to make the appropriate
link. Chapter 4 discusses how language information can be incorporated into FUDGE to be
processed as part of its GCN but did not significantly improve FUDGE’s results. FUDGE
also requires heavy data labeling for supervised training.
Our goal with form understanding aims to extract information from forms, and
particularly to extract a JSON representation of the information. This necessitates text
recognition, regardless of whether a method doing the linking needs recognition. For the
NAF dataset this is a large problem because it contains historical handwriting, for which
there are no pre-trained recognition models.
1.4.3

Finally, it’s Time For Dessurt (Chapter 5)

These issues set the stage for developing a fundamentally different model for form undertanding
than has been used previously in the document research community. It has several goals:
• Pre-trained with strong language information like prior transformer models
• Strong visual processing ability, as FUDGE showed as important
• Capable of form parsing, the image-to-JSON task, directly without extra annotations
being needed
• Text recognition would be trained end-to-end, or implicitly, allowing processing of
documents with handwriting or other difficult recognition scenarios
The resulting model is Dessurt (Document end-to-end self-supervised understanding
and recognition transformer), a model that ended up being a general-purpose solution for
13

a very large range of document understanding tasks, form understanding being just one of
them. Dessurt is a transformer that takes a document image and query text as input and
outputs arbitrary text. The pre-training had to occur over a large dataset and a general
document dataset was the best way to achieve this.
Dessurt is finally a model capable of doing information extraction on the NAF dataset,
though still far from perfectly. However, due to its very general nature, it is an approach
with significant promise for several document problems, not just form understanding.
1.4.4

Handwriting Generation (Chapter 6)

One of the fundamental differences between Dessurt and other document transformers is how
naturally it can handle handwriting without having to switch to a new text recognition model.
Pre-training a transformer model requires a large amount of data, meaning we needed a lot of
handwriting to be able to pre-train Dessurt. An alternative to gathering a large handwriting
dataset is to synthesize one. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [7] emerged as effective
image generation models in 2014. Some works [1, 6, 11] have utilized GANs to generate
synthetic handwritten words. Chapter 6 expands these ideas to be more stylistically aware
and generate full lines of handwriting. This is the method used in pre-training Dessurt.

14

Chapter 2
Deep Visual Template-free Form Parsing

Originally published at the 15th International Conference on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR), 2019.
Authors: Brian Davis, Bryan Morse, Scott Cohen, Brian Price, and Chris Tensmeyer

I hereby confirm that the use of this article is compliant with all publishing agreements.
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Deep Visual Template-Free Form Parsing
Brian Davis, Bryan Morse
Brigham Young University
{briandavis, morse}@byu.edu

Abstract—Automatic, template-free extraction of information from form images is challenging due to the variety of
form layouts. This is even more challenging for historical forms
due to noise and degradation. A crucial part of the extraction
process is associating input text with pre-printed labels. We
present a learned, template-free solution to detecting preprinted text and input text/handwriting and predicting pairwise relationships between them. While previous approaches
to this problem have been focused on clean images and clear
layouts, we show our approach is effective in the domain of
noisy, degraded, and varied form images. We introduce a new
dataset of historical form images (late 1800s, early 1900s) for
training and validating our approach. Our method uses a
convolutional network to detect pre-printed text and input text
lines. We pool features from the detection network to classify
possible relationships in a language-agnostic way. We show that
our proposed pairing method outperforms heuristic rules and
that visual features are critical to obtaining high accuracy.
Keywords-template-free; forms; document understanding;
form understanding; pairing; historical

I. I NTRODUCTION
Forms are a long-used and convenient device for collecting information. However, in modern times we prefer to
have data stored in digital databases rather than physical
archives. Extracting the information from images of forms
into databases is a problem confronting both businesses and
those interested in preserving history.
This work focuses on the problem of detecting pre-printed
text and input text (handwritten/stamped/typed text added to
the form) in a noisy form image and determining which
text instances should be paired, as shown in Fig. 1. When
extracting information from a form, knowing the semantic
meaning of the input text is often as important as knowing
its transcription. Typically, label-value relationships exist
between certain pre-printed text and input text elements in a
form, and the input text’s semantic meaning can be inferred
from the label. In some instances these relationships are not
exclusively one-to-one, as illustrated at the top of Fig. 1.
Our method is language-agnostic and does not use text
transcriptions, meaning our method can directly be applied
to forms in different languages if visual characteristics are
the same. While transcriptions may make relationships easier
to determine, label-value relationships in forms are typically
clear from a purely visual perspective. For example, most
people can view a form in an unfamiliar language and infer

Scott Cohen, Brian Price, Chris Tensmeyer
Adobe Research
{scohen,bprice,tensmeye}@adobe.com

Figure 1. Example label-value relationship pairing. We detect pre-printed
text (blue boxes), input text (cyan boxes), and label-value relationships (colored lines) in historical form images. Line colors indicate the correctness of
the pairing: true-positive (green), false-negative (orange), or false-positive
(red). Note that some relationships are not one-to-one, such as the instance
inside the yellow ellipse.

the label-value relationships. We propose that a deep neural
network should be able to infer these relationships as well.
We detect text lines using a Fully Convolutional Network
(FCN) as it is effective, simple, and provides features for
later processes to reuse. We use a convolutional classifier
network to predict which potential relationships are correct
using a context window around the relationship. To ensure
globally coherent solutions, we predict the number of neighbors for each text line and apply an optimization procedure
to find the best set of relationships based on relationship
probabilities and the predicted number of neighbors.
Our primary contribution is a trained, end-to-end,
language-agnostic method for finding label-value pairs in
noisy, novel form images that outperforms heuristic pairing
methods. We also show that using dilated, non-square kernels in the FCN text detector improves detection accuracy
for long text lines. Finally, we contribute a new annotated
dataset of historical form images, the National Archives
Forms (NAF) dataset. Our code is at http://github.com/
herobd/Visual-Template-Free-Form-Parsing and the NAF
dataset is available at http://github.com/herobd/NAF dataset.
II. P REVIOUS W ORK
While a complete solution to the problem of extracting
information from forms has many parts (text detection, text

recognition, determining the semantic meaning of text, etc.),
we review here the aspects most related to our focus, namely
detecting and pairing pre-printed and input text.
A. Text Detection
Older methods for text detection have largely focused on
free-form documents, rather than forms and other documents
with complex layouts. They have used projection profiles,
smearing, or bottom-up methods to identify text lines, all of
which must be aware of text regions a priori. They are also
not generally resistant to noise. For a survey of these and
similar techniques, we refer the interested reader to [1].
Modern approaches have overcome these obstacles using
deep learning, presenting solutions that are robust in the
presence of noise, arbitrary document layouts, arbitrary
orientation, and curved text lines. Grüning et al. [2] use
a FCN for pixel labeling followed by post-processing to
extract text lines from the pixel predictions. Wigington et
al. [3] use a FCN to detect the beginning of text lines and
have a network segment the line by stepping along it. Like
these methods, we use a FCN, but our method is simpler
as it directly predicts bounding rectangles. This limits the
types of text lines we can detect (straight, horizontal), but
is suitable for our dataset.
B. Form Processing
Much of the previous work in form processing assumes
the availability of templates for form types of interest [4],
[5], [6]. This assumption has been relaxed in later work
[7], [8]. Zhou et al. [7] assume all relevant information is
contained in table structures with lines that can be detected
by an OCR engine. Many forms, however, do not have table
structures. The method of Hirayama et al. [8] is more general
as it allows greater variation in layout. It scores potential
labels (pre-printed text) and values (input text) by matching
transcribed text with predefined class-dependent dictionaries
and rules. Possible relations between text instances are
scored using heuristic layout rules. The combination of these
two scores define their final pairing score. Hirayama et al. [8]
focus on extracting the subset of information from the forms
described by the predefined text dictionaries/rules.
Many assumptions made by these methods are broken
in our proposed NAF dataset of historical forms. The high
noise levels in historical forms can affect the accuracy of
classical layout analysis (e.g., line detection). While [8]
handles varied layouts, we show that their heuristic layout
rules do not generalize well to the NAF dataset.
We are unaware of any publicly available datasets or
official reference implementations of prior work that would
enable direct comparison with our proposed method.
C. Scene Graphs
The problem of finding label-value pairs in a form is
closely related to the problem of creating scene graphs from

natural images, and our proposed method is similar to some
previous work in this domain. In scene graphs, the objects
in the image are nodes, and edges represent relationships
(“on top of”, “is part of”, etc.) between the objects. For our
work on forms, pre-printed and input text instances are the
objects, and we only consider the label-value relationship.
Zhang et al. [9] use a detection network to predict object
and relationship bounding boxes. Then they combine two
scores (late fusion) for determining which relationships
should be kept. One score is based on learned visual
features of object pairs, and the other score is based on
spatial features computed from the detected bounding box
geometries. We take a similar approach, but perform early
fusion of visual and spatial features by inputting them to
our network, and we use a heuristic to generate candidate
relationships instead of a learned network.
Yang et al. [10] initially only detect and classify objects,
but later use a relation-proposal network to predict relationships based on object classes. The proposed relationships
are formed into a graph and an attention graph convolution network predicts final relationship and object classes.
LinkNet [11] also uses a relation-proposal network and
produces object embeddings that are used to find compatible
objects for each type of relationship.
III. M ETHOD OVERVIEW
An overview of our method to find label-value pairs
in form images can be seen in Fig. 2. We detect
text/handwriting instances and find possible relationships
using a line-of-sight heuristic. For each possible relationship,
we extract features from the detection network around the
two text instances (padded for context). These features and
detection location masks are fed to a small convolutional
network to predict the probability of the relationship.
We also perform a global optimization, which takes the
predicted probabilities of the relationships and a predicted
number of neighbors (number of relationships) per detection
and selects which relationships are most in agreement with
both of these sets of predictions.
To predict each detection’s number of neighbors, the detector network first predicts an initial estimate. To refine this
estimate, we mimic our process of predicting relationships,
focusing on a single detection rather than a pair.
IV. D ETECTION
We frame the problem of detecting pre-printed text and
input text as object detection and use an FCN approach,
similar to YOLOv2 [12], to predict text line bounding boxes
and classes (pre-printed text or input text). We show that
FCNs with dilated 1×3 convolutions detect long text lines
as single entities significantly better than FCNs that use only
un-dilated 3×3 convolutions. We choose to detect text at
the line level as this is the input expected by state-of-the-art
handwriting recognition methods [13].

Figure 2. Overview of our method. First we detect pre-printed text and input text lines (shown in more detail in Fig. 4). We then find possible relationships
using a line-of-sight heuristic. We then take features from context windows around each detection and each relationship with RoIAlign. These are fed
through separate convolutional networks to predict the number of neighbors and the probability of the relationship being true. These predictions are then
passed to a global optimization to produce the final relationship predictions.

(a) Using normal 3×3 convolutions

(b) Using dilated 1×3 convolutions

Figure 3. Detection without dilation (a) and using dilated 1×3 convolutions (b). Blue boxes are pre-printed text detections, cyan boxes are input text
detections. Notice in (a) that long lines are either broken into multiple detections (red arrows) or missed.

For most forms the printed text and handwriting are
reasonably horizontal. The primary exception is comments,
which are often oriented independently of the document.
While work has been done to detect accurate bounding
regions for skewed and even curved text [3], [2], we choose
a simpler method that is robust to small amounts of skew
and assumes straight lines.
Our approach is based on YOLOv2 [12] and uses the
loss formulation of YOLOv3 [14]. This model uses a FCN
and at each position predicts the probability of objects being
present for a number of anchor boxes (prior shapes), how
the anchors should be changed to align with the object, and
the class of the object.
Using a standard convolutional network (VGG-like) with
3×3 convolutions yields poor results on long text lines
(see Fig. 3a). For a correct detection, information from the
ends of the line must propagate to its center (where the
prediction is made). Thus the lengths of bounding boxes
that can be accurately predicted are limited by the horizontal receptive field of the network. Although many object
detection methods [14], [15] use multi-scale approaches, a
text line is not at a different scale than the other instances
on the page just because it is longer. We instead increase
the receptive field horizontally by introducing horizontal
dilatation [16]. It can be observed that a 1×3 convolution
followed by a 3×1 convolution has much of the same
effect as a 3×3 convolution while taking fewer parameters
(spatially separable convolution). As we need only the

Figure 4. Detector network architecture. Numbers on the boxes are the
number of output channels. Dilation amount is indicated above red boxes.

horizontal increase in our receptive field, we use dilated
1×3 convolutions and non-dilated 3×1 convolutions. We
apply group normalization [17] and ReLU activations between each convolution (we don’t use spatially separable
convolution, strictly speaking). Fig. 3 shows a qualitative
comparison of results, and Fig. 4 elaborates our architecture.
We used 25 anchor boxes found using k-nearest neighbors
across the ground truth bounding boxes as in [12]. Our
seed points were chosen to span the training/validation
distribution via manual inspection. The training loss is the
same as [14], except we increase a loss weight by 20 to
further encourage incorrect detections to have 0 confidence.

Figure 5. Heuristic relationship overprediction is done using line-of-sight.
The red lines are the rays determining the line-of-sight of the blue box.
Purple boxes are pairing candidates for the blue box.

We found this increases model precision. To prune spurious
detections before pairing, we threshold at 0.5 confidence and
apply non-maximal suppression.
For our optimization we also have the detector network
additionally provide a preliminary prediction of the number
of neighbors (relationship pairs) for each detected text. This
is done by having the final 1×1 convolution predict an
additional value trained with mean-squared-error loss.
V. PAIRING
Once we have identified pre-printed text and input text
lines, we pair them to find label-value relationships. First, we
identify a high-recall list of potential relationships using a
simple heuristic. Then, we extract features for each candidate
relationship and predict how likely those elements are to be
related. Finally, because there can be local ambiguity, we
use these pairwise scores in a global optimization to derive
the final set of relationships.
A. Identifying Candidate Relationships
We first identify candidate relationships from the detection
results to reduce computation compared to exploring all
possible detection pairs. All pairs of bounding boxes whose
edges are within line-of-sight of each other, and are not too
far away from each other, are considered candidates. The
line-of-sight is determined by tracing rays from points along
the edges of bounding boxes which terminate after entering
a bounding box (see Fig. 5). To address memory limitations
during training, the combined number of candidates and
relationships is limited to a pre-determined maximum (set
to 370 in our implementation). If the number exceeds the
threshold, the maximum length of the rays is shortened and
the process is repeated. This heuristic has 96.6% recall for
the test set relationships.
B. Classifying Candidate Relationships
Many forms place labels to the left of their corresponding
value, though sometimes the label may be above or below
the value. A prior work [8] attempted to leverage regularity
of form layouts by hand-crafting heuristic rules to score
potential relationships, but hand-tuned scoring functions can
fail in the template-free case when form layouts do not
always match the assumptions made by the heuristic. A more
generalizable approach is to learn implicit rules by training

Figure 6.
Relationship classifier and neighbor prediction networks.
Numbers on the boxes indicate the number of output channels. Both
networks receive as input the concatenation of the detector’s first pooling
layer and second-to-last convolution layer (extracted with RoIAlign [18]),
as well as resized detection masks. The relationship classifier predicts the
probability that the two input detections have a relationship. The neighbor
prediction network refines the prediction of the number of neighbors for
the input detection. We use depth-wise separable convolution to reduce the
number of parameters [19].

on a variety of different form layouts. We use the following
features when pairing two element bounding boxes:
• Difference of center x and y positions
• Distance from each corner to its counterpart (top-left
to top-left, bottom-left to bottom-left, etc.)
• Normalized height and width of each bounding box
(divided by 50 and 400, respectively)
• Detector predicted probabilities of belonging to the preprinted text / input text classes for both bounding boxes
• Predicted number of neighbors for each bounding box
It is clear that, in addition to spatial features, humans also
use multiple visual cues in determining relationships: lines,
borders, nearby text and handwriting, etc. To allow for the
learning of these cues, we also use a convolutional network
to analyze the area surrounding each potential pairing.
For each candidate relationship we find the rectangular
area bounding the two bounding box detections and pad it
by 150 pixels on each side to provide local context. We
append detector network features from both the secondto-last convolution layer and the first pooling layer. These
features are cropped with RoIAlign [18] to the size 32×32.
We append three additional binary masks to these features
(resized to 32×32), one mask for each bounding box in the
candidate relationship and a mask of all detected bounding
boxes (Fig. 6, top left). The input order of the candidate
text bounding box masks are randomized during training.
For evaluation we average the result of both orderings.
We extract features from this input tensor with a small
convolutional network and apply global pooling to the result-

Table I
NAF DATASET CHARACTERISTICS
Version
Simple

Full

Split
Train
Validation
Test
Train
Validation
Test

Images
143
11
11
682
59
63

# Form Types
51
6
8
209
31
34

Pre-printed Text
4547
368
250
40347
3381
2892

Input Text
2589
162
189
12482
1266
1229

Label-Value relationships
2496
159
161
-

ing features. The resulting flattened features are appended
to the previously described spatial features, and a fully
connected network classifies the candidate relationship as
valid or not. This network is trained with a binary crossentropy loss. Fig. 6 shows the pairing network architecture.

much confidence we place in the accuracy of nb , and T is
a (soft) threshold. We formulate our optimization as
#
"
X 2
X�
X
∗
(1)
xr
nb −
(pr − T )xr − c
x = argmax

VI. N EIGHBOR P REDICTION N ETWORK

The first term of Eq. 1 seeks to reject relationships with
probabilities less than T . With c = 0, Eq. 1 reduces to
thresholding with pr ≥ T . The second term regularizes each
b to have nb neighbors. To handle uncertainty, nb can be a
non-integer. For example, if b could have 0 or 1 neighbors,
having nb = 0.5 equally penalizes both cases. We found
c = 0.25 and T = 0.7 worked well on the validation set for
most experiments and used this in our evaluation. We use
the branch-and-bound variant of ECOS [20] to solve Eq. 1.

For the subsequent global optimization (Section VII), we
predict the number of neighbors (relationships) each detected
printed/input text element has. While the detection network
makes initial predictions, better predictions can be made
after removing spurious predictions and by focusing on each
individual text detection.
We apply another small convolutional network (Fig. 6)
to the region around each detection, in a similar manner
as described in Section V-B. However, this network has
only two input masks: one for the detection of interest and
one for all detections. The features appended before the
fully-connected layers are also slightly different: normalized
height and width, initially predicted number of neighbors,
and class prediction.
VII. G LOBAL O PTIMIZATION
The problem of determining a single relationship can
depend on other relationship decisions for a form. Imagine
the scenario where a pre-printed text line has an equal
probability to be in a relationship with two different handwriting instances, but one of the handwriting instances has
another possible pairing and the other does not. Assuming
we know each of these handwriting instances should be
paired with only one pre-printed text instance, we can easily
recognize the appropriate pairings for them. To take all
relationship decisions into account at once we employ global
optimization as a post-processing step.
Ideally, we want to encourage the number of predicted
relationships per bounding box to be similar to the predicted
number of neighbors for each detected element, while respecting the probability or score of the relationships.
Let R be the set of candidate relationships and x be a
vector of binary labels, such that xr = 1 indicates that
relationship r ∈ R is accepted. Let pr be the pairing
network’s predicted probability for r, nb ∈ R be the
estimated number of neighbors for the detected bounding
box b ∈ B, and Rb ⊆ R be the subset of all relationships
that b is part of. The tune-able parameter c determines how

x

r∈R

b∈B

r∈Rb

VIII. NAF DATASET
We introduce and release a new dataset of annotated
historical form images, the National Archives Forms (NAF)
dataset, with the following properties:
• Varied form layouts, with train, validation, and test sets
having disjoint form layouts.
• Historical, noisy.
• Filled in by hand and/or typewriter.
The NAF dataset is comprised of historical form images
from the United States National Archives. The images are
noisy due to degradation and the machinery used to print
them. Figures 1, 3, and 7 contain examples from the dataset.
We have restricted our pairing dataset to images not
containing tables or prose/fill-in-the-blank information in
order to focus on the label-value problem (other approaches
will be more effective for these types of forms). However,
we use the full dataset for pre-training the detection network.
We divided the images into training, validation, and test
sets, where each set has a distinct set of form layouts, though
there are multiple instances of each form layout within each
set. This mimics the template-free scenario, i.e., we test on
form layouts our system has never seen before. Details of
this dataset can be seen in Table I.
Elements of the images are annotated with quadrilaterals,
which we convert to axis-aligned rectangles. For this work,
we use only the pre-printed text and input text annotations,
though the dataset does contain richer annotations. We use
only the relationships between pre-printed text and input text
elements as these typically are label-value relationships.

Figure 7. Test set examples. Blue and cyan boxes are pre-printed text and input text detections respectively. Green lines are correct relationship predictions,
red lines are false positive errors, orange lines are false negative errors, thin yellow lines are relationships correctly pruned by the optimization, thin pink
lines are relationships incorrectly pruned by the optimization. The relationship AP of the images: top-left 0.625, bottom-left 0.503, bottom-right 0.371

IX. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Training
We train all our models with the Adam optimizer [21]
and used the validation set to determine hyper-parameters.
For both detection and pairing, we uniformly randomly
resize training images to 0.4–0.65 of their original size.
A training instance is a random 652×1608 crop of the
resized image. This size captures several complete relationships while using less memory than a full image. If a text
instance is cropped horizontally, we clip its bounding box to
fit in the window. If a text instance is cropped vertically so
that less than half the bounding box is inside the window,
we remove the instance from the ground truth. For data
augmentation, we also randomly perturb contrast as in [3].
For detection: We use the full dataset for training the
detector network. We apply additional data augmentation
when training the detection network by randomly rotating
images slightly and flipping them horizontally. We use a
learning rate of 0.01 and a batch size of 5. We pre-train the
detector network to 150,000 iterations.
For pairing: We use a subset of the dataset as described
in Section VIII. The detector network is frozen for the
first 2,000 iterations and afterwards its weights are fine-

tuned through all tasks’ losses. At each training iteration for
the pairing network we present either predicted or groundtruth bounding boxes. The probability of using ground truth
bounding boxes is initially 100% and then lowered until it
reaches 50% at 20,000 iterations. We use an IoU threshold
of 0.4 in aligning predicted and ground truth bounding
boxes to determine which predicted relationships are true.
We threshold detections at 0.5 IoU. If a predicted bounding
box does not overlap with any ground truth, all possible
relationships with it are false. If a prediction overlaps with
ground truth by less than the IoU threshold, we do not
calculate the loss for its relationships that would be true.
We use a learning schedule similar to [22] with a warmup of 1,000 iterations, a maximum learning rate of 0.0015
and a mean learning rate of 0.00062 . The batch size is 1.
We terminate training at 125,000 iterations. We weight the
multiple loss terms as follows, detection: 1.0, pairing: 0.5,
and number of neighbor regression: 0.25.
B. Evaluation
Qualitative detection and pairing results for images from
the test set can be seen in Fig. 7. It can be observed in the top
image crop and bottom-left image crop that the optimization
removes several false-positive relationships which are not

Table II
D ETECTION RESULTS

Method
Standard ConvNet (VGG-like)
Dilated staggered convs (Fig. 4) pre-trained
Dilated staggered convs (Fig. 4) fine-tuned

Method
Distance based
Scoring functions from [8]
Classifier w/o visual features
ConvNet with visual features

# params
3M
2.4M
2.4M

mAP
0.364
0.423
0.428

avg.
F-m
0.719
0.836
0.795

Pairing dataset
pre-printed text
prec.
recall
0.811
0.780
0.861
0.908
0.791
0.906

Table III
PAIRING RESULTS
Without optimization
mAP
F-m
prec.
recall
0.235
0.217
0.134
0.666
0.135
0.063
0.162
0.080
0.248
0.240
0.157
0.680
0.585
0.589
0.559
0.655

Table IV
U PPER BOUND EXPERIMENTS USING PERFECT INFORMATION
optimized
using GT
w/ GT NN
detections
mAP
F-m
mAP
F-m
Method
Distance based
0.413
0.504
0.424
0.314
0.136
0.073
0.238
0.085
Scoring functions from [8]
0.509
0.597
0.428
0.377
Classifier w/o visual features
0.721
0.912
0.855
ConvNet with visual features 0.640

After global
mAP
F-m
0.251
0.306
0.136
0.077
0.275
0.352
0.584
0.607

text
recall
0.603
0.763
0.768

Full dataset
avg.
mAP
F-m
0.324
0.612
0.421
0.808
-

optimization
prec.
recall
0.254
0.428
0.151
0.086
0.277
0.516
0.654
0.599

outperforms the standard convolutional network.
To demonstrate that the proposed learning-based pairing
method outperforms simple heuristics, we implemented two
baseline methods based on heuristic rules. The first is a
simple one based on inverse distance (i.e. closer elements
of opposite classes are more likely to be paired):
si,j = 1 −

consistent with neighboring predictions (thin yellow lines).
In the bottom-right image the detector struggles to correctly
predict the class of input text that is printed, and thus misses
several relationships. Other observations we made of the
results are that the model struggles with predicting long
distance relationships, and continues to have errors where
multiple relationships are plausible, even after optimization.
For many errors it is unclear what the cause is, e.g. the model
predicts the correct number of neighbors for two detections
that should be paired, but predicts a low probability of
pairing them in the absence of obvious distractors.
For quantitative evaluation we measure mean average
precision (mAP), recall, precision, and F-measure (F-m)
for both detection and relationship predictions. For a text
detection to be correct it must have at least 0.5 IOU with a
GT bounding box and match the GT class. For a predicted
relationship to be correct it must be between two correct
detections whose matched GTs have a relationship.
Average precision (AP) requires continuous scores, so
when we optimize we subtract 1 from the probability of
each rejected relationship to maintain order before calculating AP. For F-m, recall, and precision we threshold the
detector at 0.5, and we threshold pairing at 0.5 (T =0.5 for
optimization).
We first compare our detection network architecture to
a standard convolutional (VGG-like) network that does not
use dilation. Table II shows the number of parameters in
each model and their respective performance on the full test
set (average of five different training runs). While the dilated
architecture we propose has fewer parameters, it significantly

input
prec.
0.689
0.816
0.726

∥(xi , yi ) − (xj , yj )∥ − dmin
dmax − dmin

(2)

where (xi , yi ) and (xj , yj ) are the centers of the bounding
boxes for two detected text elements of different class, and
dmax and dmin are the maximum and minimum distances
for all potential relationships. The second baseline uses a
scoring function adapted from [8]. They use cell boundaries
(of field areas) in some of their scoring terms, which we
cannot use, so we use only the scoring terms based on height,
distance, and whether the value is to the right of the label.
Intuitively, the scoring penalizes pairing text elements of
different heights, distantly separated text elements, and input
text to the right of the pre-printed text.
To evaluate the additive effect of using visual cues in
addition to spatial features, we implemented a baseline
network that takes as input only the spatial features listed
in Section V-B and not the contextual visual features our
full method does. For this classifier we use three fully
connected layers with batch normalization, dropout, and
ReLU activations for the first 2 layers. We use a hidden
size of 256. We trained the network with a binary crossentropy loss, a learning rate of 0.001, and a batch size of
512 for 6,000 iterations.
The performance of our proposed method compared to
these baseline methods is shown in Table III (average of
5 training runs). Surprisingly the distance-based method’s
performance is similar to the non-visual classifier. Including
visual features significantly outperforms any of the baselines. The global optimization improves F-measure as it
sacrifices some recall for greater precision. The gains are
more evident with the distance-based heuristic and the nonvisual classifier. Our model sees a context window and so

can already reason about neighbors without the optimization.
C. Additional Experiments
As seen in Table IV (average of five training runs),
substituting the ground-truth number of neighbors during
the optimization instead of the predicted number (and using
c = 25) greatly increases the effectiveness of the optimization.
Because this work focuses on pairing form elements, we
also evaluate the upper-bound performance of our proposed
and baseline pairing methods by using ground truth text detections instead of predicted ones (Table IV, average of five
training runs). This allows us to examine the performance of
the pairing network independent of the means of detection.
The number of neighbors is part of the detection ground
truth; to minimize this information’s impact we introduce a
±1 uniform noise to the number of neighbors. As expected,
all of the methods improve when given perfect detections as
input.
We also measured the contribution made by the neighbor
prediction network, which refines the predicted number of
neighbors after the initial detection network. The neighbor
prediction network predicts the number of neighbors with
72% accuracy, while the detector alone predicts the number
of neighbors with 50% accuracy, suggesting that the use of
this auxiliary network is helpful.
X. C ONCLUSION
We have introduced a trainable, language-agnostic method
to detect and pair pre-printed text and input text in form
images that is robust to noise found in historical documents.
We have also introduced the NAF dataset, which contains
images of historical forms with a variety of layouts, and
evaluated our method against alternative baselines using this
dataset. There is not an existing benchmark for this problem.
The results presented here show that dilated 1×3 convolutions make a FCN more effective at detecting long text lines.
These results also indicate that having a learned method that
uses visual features is important when pairing text lines. We
have also found that optimizing results across a page leads
to increased precision.
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Abstract. We address the problem of form understanding: finding text
entities and the relationships/links between them in form images. The
proposed FUDGE model formulates this problem on a graph of text
elements (the vertices) and uses a Graph Convolutional Network to predict changes to the graph. The initial vertices are detected text lines
and do not necessarily correspond to the final text entities, which can
span multiple lines. Also, initial edges contain many false-positive relationships. FUDGE edits the graph structure by combining text segments (graph vertices) and pruning edges in an iterative fashion to obtain the final text entities and relationships. While recent work in this
area has focused on leveraging large-scale pre-trained Language Models
(LM), FUDGE achieves almost the same level of entity linking performance on the FUNSD dataset by learning only visual features from the
(small) provided training set. FUDGE can be applied on forms where
text recognition is difficult (e.g. degraded or historical forms) and on
forms in resource-poor languages where pre-training such LMs is challenging. FUDGE is state-of-the-art on the historical NAF dataset.
Keywords: form understanding · relationship detection · entity linking

1

Introduction

Paper forms are a convenient way to collect and organize information, and it is
often advantageous to digitize such information for fast retrieval and processing.
While OCR and handwriting recognition (HWR) methods can extract raw text
from a form image, we aim to understand the layout and relationships among the
text elements (e.g., that “Name:” is associated with “Lily Johnson”). The term
form understanding was recently coined [10] as the task of extracting the full
structure of information from a form image. We define the task as: given a form
image, identify the semantic text entities and the relationships between them
with no prior form template. This work focuses on finding relationships among
text entities, although this requires first detecting, segmenting, and classifying
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text into entities. After entities are predicted, the relationship detection or entity
linking task is simply predicting which text entities have a semantic relationship.
Most recent works on form understanding rely primarily on large-scale pretrained Language Models (LMs) [21, 18, 8], which in turn have a dependency on
accurate text detection and recognition. Such approaches may perform poorly
in domains where OCR/HWR results are poor or on languages with limited
resources to train such LMs. (LayoutLM [21] is pre-trained on 11 million documents.) OCR/HWR often struggle on damaged or degraded historical documents
and on document images captured inexpertly with a smartphone.
In contrast, we present a purely visual solution, improving on our previous visual form understanding method in Davis et al. [5]. Given forms in an
unfamiliar language, humans can generally infer the text entities and their relationships using layout cues and prior experience, which we aim to approximate.
Our approach doesn’t require language information and could be applied to visually similar languages (e.g., those sharing the same script), possibly without
fine-tuning. In this work we attempt to show that a visual model trained on a
small dataset without language information is, on several tasks, comparable to
methods that rely on large amounts of pre-trained language information.
Similar to some prior works [5, 18, 4], we model forms as a graph, where text
segments are the vertices and pairwise text relationships are edges. In [5] we
scored pairwise heuristic relationship proposals independently using visual features and applied global optimization as a post-processing step to find a globally
coherent set of edges. We improve upon this by making our model more end-toend trainable and by jointly predicting relationships with Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN). Additionally, [5] was unable to predict text entities that span
multiple text lines, a problem solved with our dynamic graph editing. An alternative formulation to solve form understanding visually is to treat it as a pixel
labeling problem, as in Sarkar et al. [16]. However, it is not clear from [16] how to
infer form structure (bounding boxes and relationships) from pixel predictions,
and the proposed (even dilated) CNN model could have difficulty modeling relationships between spatially distant elements. Instead we use a GCN that directly
predicts the form structure and does not need to rely on limited receptive fields
to propagate information spatially.
Our proposed FUDGE (Form Understanding via Dynamic Graph Editing)
model is a multi-step process involving text line detection, relationship proposals,
graph editing to group text lines into coherent text entities and prune edges,
leading to relationship prediction (Fig. 1). We use GCNs so that semantic and
relationship predictions can be jointly predicted. We initialize the graph vertices
with detected text lines (visual detection of semantically grouped words is hard).
However, the relationships of interest are between text entities, which can be
multiple text lines. FUDGE is unique from other GCNs as we dynamically edit
the graph during inference to predict which vertices should be merged into a
single vertex. This groups text lines into text entities and corrects over-segmented
initial text detections.
In summary, our primary contributions are:
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Fig. 1. Overview of our model, FUDGE. From a form image (a) text line detection (b)
is performed. Then (c) an edge proposal score is computed for each possible edge. After
thresholding the scores, the remaining edges form the graph. The graph is initialized
with spatial features and features from the CNN detector. A series of GCNs are run (d),
each predicting edits to the graph (pruning irrelevant edges, grouping text lines into
single entities, correcting oversegmented lines). The final graph (e) is the text entities
and their relationships.

– a GCN that jointly models form elements in the context of their neighbors,
– an iterative method to allow the GCN to merge vertices and prune edges,
– extensive experiments on the FUNDS [10] and NAF [5] datasets which validate that FUDGE performs comparably to methods that pre-train on millions of images.
Our code is available at https://github.com/herobd/FUDGE.

2

Prior Work

Automated form processing has been of interest for decades, but generally templatebased solutions have been used to extract information from a few known form
layouts. Recently, the idea of form understanding [10] has become an area of
interest. This has evolved from extraction of information in a template-free setting [12] to capturing all the information a form contains. Recent methods have
leveraged the astounding progress of large pre-trained language models [6], focusing on language rather than visual elements to understand forms.
DocStruct [18] is a language-focused approach for form relationship detection.
They blend three feature sources: semantic/language from BERT [6], spatial
text bounding box coordinates, and visual infromation extracted from pixels.
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Their ablation results [18] show that the language and spatial features are the
most valuable, which is reasonable given that the visual features are extracted
only from the text areas and thus ignore most of the visual context around the
relationships, especially distant ones.
BROS [8] is an unpublished method that builds on the ideas of LayoutLM [21],
which is primarily a BERT model [6] with additional spatial and visual features
appended to the word embeddings. Similar to DocStruct, LayoutLM only extracts visual features immediately around the text instances. BROS [8] adds
better spatial representations and awareness to the model in addition to better
pre-training tasks, but do not improve its use of visual features compared to LayoutLM. BROS solves both the text entity extraction (detection) task and entity
linking (relationship detection). Entity extraction is done in two steps: start-ofentity detection and semantic classification, and next-token classification which
collects the other tokens composing the entity. Relationship detection is done by
computing an embedding for each start-of-entity token and doing a dot product
multiplication across all pairs of start-of-entity token embeddings, giving the relationship scores. Form2Seq [1] is similar to LayoutLM, but uses LSTMs instead
of Transformers and omits visual features entirely.
The unpublished LayoutLMv2 [20] is a Transformer based model that uses a
much stronger visual component, adding visual tokens to the input and visioncentric pre-training tasks. For forms, LayoutLMv2 has only been evaluated on
the entity detection and not on relationship detection. Another example of a good
blend of visual and language information is used by both Attend, Copy, Parse [12]
and Yang et al. [22]. Both encode the text as dense vectors and append these
vectors to the document image pixels at the corresponding spatial locations. A
CNN can then perform the final task, which is information extraction in [12] and
semantic segmentation in [22].
In contrast, Davis et al. [5] and Sarkar et al. [16] propose language-agnostic
models. In [5] we focused on the relationship detection problem and used a
CNN backbone to detect text lines. Relationship candidates were found using
a line-of-sight heuristic and each candidate was scored using a visual-spatial
classifier. However, each candidate was scored independently, and a separate
post-processing optimization step was needed to resolve global consistency issues. This latter step also required predicting the number-of-neighbors for each
text line, which may not be accurate on more difficult datasets. Sarkar et al. [16]
focus on extracting the structure of forms but treat it as a semantic segmentation (pixel labeling) problem. They use a U-Net architecture, and at the lowest
resolution include dilated convolutions to allow information to transfer long distances. Sarkar et al.[16] predicts all levels of the document hierarchy in parallel,
making it quite efficient.
Aggarwal et al. [2] offers an approach that is architecturally like a languagebased approach but uses contextual pooling of CNN features like [5]. They determine a context window by identifying a neighborhood of form elements and use
a CNN to extract image features from this context window. They also extract
language features (using a non-pre-trained LSTM), which are combined with the
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visual features for the final decisions. However, the neighborhood is found using
k-nearest neighbors with a distance metric which could be sensitive to cluttered
or sparse forms and long distance relationships.
GCNs have been applied to other structured document tasks, such as table
extraction [13, 15]. Carbonell et al. [4] use a GCN to solve the entity grouping,
labeling and linking tasks on forms. They use word embedding and bounding
box information as the initial node features and they do not include any visual
features. They use k-nearest neighbors to establish edges. In our method, we
update our graph for further GCN processing, particularly grouping entities
together. Carbonell et al. [4] predict the entity grouping from a GCN and then
sum the features of the resulting groups. Rather than processing more with a
GCN, they predict entity class and linking from these features. Unlike most other
non-visual methods, Carbonell et al. [4] do not use any pre-training.

3

FUDGE Architecture

FUDGE is based on Davis et al. [5]. We use the same detection CNN backbone
and likewise propose relationships, extract local features around each proposed
relationship, and then classify the relationships. FUDGE differs in three important ways:
– In [5] we used line-of-sight to propose relationships, which can cause errors
due to false positive detections and form layouts that don’t conform to the
line-of-sight assumption. FUDGE instead learns an edge proposal.
– Instead of predicting each relationship in isolation, we put the features into
a graph convolutional network (GCN) so that a joint decision can be made.
This also allows semantic labels for the text entities to be predicted jointly
with the relationships, as they are very related tasks.
– We allow several iterative edits to the graph, which are predicted by the
GCN. Text lines are grouped into single text entities, and oversegmented text
lines are corrected, by aggregating groups of nodes into new single nodes.
Spurious edges are pruned.
Fig. 1 shows an overview of FUDGE. We now go into each component in detail.
3.1

Text line detection

We use the same text line detector as [5], only ours does not predict the number of
neighbors. This detector is a fully-convolutional network with wide horizontally
strided convolutions and a YOLO predictor head [14]. We threshold predictions
at 0.5 confidence. The detector is both pre-trained and fine-tuned during training
of the relationship detection. The detection makes an auxiliary class prediction;
the final text entity class prediction is made by the GCN.
3.2

Edge proposal

While line-of-sight is effective for the simplified NAF dataset contributed by
Davis et al. [5], it is brittle and doesn’t apply to all cases. FUDGE instead learns
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an edge proposal network using a simple two-layer linear network with ReLU
activation in between. It receives features from each possible pair of detected text
lines and then predicts the likelihood of an edge (they are either oversegmented,
part of the same entity, or parts of entities that have a relationship). Half of
the relationships with the highest scores (maximum of 900) are used to build
the initial undirected graph. The features are: difference of x and y position for
all corresponding corners and the center of the boxes, height and width of both
boxes, L2 distance of all corresponding corners, normalized x and y position
for both bounding boxes, whether there is a line of sight between the boxes
(computed as in [5]), and the detection confidences and class predictions for
both boxes. We predict both permutations of the pair orders and average them.
3.3

Feature extraction

While the relationship proposal step gives us the initial graph structure, we
also need to initialize the graph with features. We use a GCN architecture with
features on both the nodes and the edges (described in Sec. 3.4). We use two types
of features: spatial features, similar to those used in edge proposal, and visual
features from two layers of the detection CNN (high- and low-level features). We
perform an ROIAlign [7] for a context window, and then a small CNN processes
those features, eventually pooling to a single vector. This is almost identical to
the features extraction in Davis et al. [5], only differing in resolution, padding,
and the CNN hyper-parameters.
For nodes, the context window is the bounding box surrounding the text
line(s) composing the entity, padded by 20 pixels (image space) on all sides. The
ROIAlign pools the features to 10 × 10 resolution and the two feature layers are
appended. Two mask layers are appended to these features: one of all detected
text boxes, and the other of just the text boxes belonging to this entity (these
are from the same window as the ROIAlign). These are passed to a small CNN
which ends with global pooling (exact network in Table 1). The bounding box
surrounding all the text lines of the entity is used to compute additional spatial
features: detection confidence, normalized height, normalized width, and class
prediction; these are appended to the global pooled features from the CNN.
For edges, the context window encompasses all the text lines composing the
two nodes, padded by 20 pixels. The ROIAlign pools the features into 16 ×
16 resolution (larger than the resolution than for nodes, as more detail exists
in these windows). Appended to the CNN features are three mask layers: all
detected text boxes, and one for each of the nodes containing all of the text
boxes for the entity. These are passed to a small CNN which ends with global
pooling (exact network in Table 1). The two bounding boxes surrounding all the
text lines of each entity are used to compute the spatial features: normalized
height of both entities, normalized width of both boxes, the class predictions of
each entity, and distance between the corner points of the two entities (top-left
to top-left, etc.). These are appended to the features from the CNN.
These node and edge features are passed through a single linear node or edge
transition layer to form the initial features of the graph.
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Table 1. Architecture of feature extraction CNNs for nodes and edges.
Node (starts at 10x10, 320 channels)
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 64
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 64
Max pool 2x2
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 128
3x3 conv, 256
Global average pooling

Edge (starts at 16x16, 320 channels)
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 128
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 128
Max pool 2x2
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 256
Depth-wise seperable 3x3 conv, 256
Max pool, 2x2
3x3 conv, 256
Global average pooling

We ROIAlign high- and low-level features from the CNN (second-to-last conv
layer and first pool layer) as high-level features generally contain the more interesting and descriptive information but may leave out certain low-level features
that were irrelevant for the detection task.
3.4

Iterated graph editing with GCN

We use a series of three GCNs, each performing the same iterated predictions.
We apply the first GCN to the initial graph and then use its predictions to
update the graph structure and features. The next GCN is then applied to the
updated graph, which is updated again, and so forth. The final graph contains
the (predicted) text entities and relationships. This process is seen both at the
bottom of Fig. 1 and as actual predictions in Fig. 2.
Each GCN in composed of several GN blocks, as outlined in Sec. 3.2 of
Battaglia et al. [3], without the global attributes and using attention to aggregate edge features for the node update. The GN block first updates the edge
features from their two node features and then updates node features from their
edge features. The GN block is directed, so we duplicate edge features to create
edges in both directions. At the end of a GCN, the predictions and features for
the two directions are averaged for each edge.
Our GN block edge update concatenates the current edge features with
its two nodes’ features. These are passed to a two-layer fully connected ReLU
network. The output is summed with the previous features (residual) to produce
the new edge features.
Our GN block edge aggregation (for a given node) applies multi-head
attention [17] using the node’s features as the query and its edges’ features as
the keys and values. We use 4 heads.
Our GN block node update first appends the aggregation of the edge
features with the node’s current features. This is passed through a two-layer
fully connected ReLU network. The output is summed with the previous features
(residual) to produce the new node features.
All the GCNs use an input and hidden size of 256 (all linear layers are 256
to 256). The first two GCNs have 7 layers, the last has 4; this is based on the
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Fig. 2. Example of iterative graph edits on a FUNSD image. Blue, cyan, yellow, and
magenta boxes indicate predicted header, question, answer, and other entities. Red
boxes are missed entities. Green, yellow, and red lines indicate true-positive, falsepositive, and false-negative relationship predictions. Orange marks draw attention to
edits.

observation that most decisions are made earlier on, and so more power is given
to the earlier GCNs.
Each node of the GCN predicts the semantic class for that text entity (or
incomplete entity). Each edge predicts four things: (1) whether the edge should
be pruned, (2) whether the entities should be grouped into a single entity, (3)
if these are oversegmented text lines and should be merged (corrected), and (4)
if this is a true relationship. We threshold each of these predictions and update
the graph accordingly. The final graph update uses the relationship prediction
to prune edges (so remaining edges are relationships).
If two or more nodes are to be grouped or merged, their features are averaged
and their edges are aggregated. Any resulting duplicate edges have their features
averaged. If two nodes are to be merged to fix an oversegmentation, the bounding
box for the text line is replaced by the one encompassing both, and their class
predictions are averaged.
The features introduced with the initial graph are based on the original
bounding boxes, which are potentially modified during a group or merge edit.
We reintroduce the initial features again at the start of each GCN. We reuse
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the same initial features (before the transition layer) for unmodified nodes and
edges, and compute new ones for the modified nodes and their edges. These are
appended to the final features of the previous GCN and passed through a single
linear node or edge transition layer to become the features of the new graph
(each GCN has its own transition layers).
As an ablation, we also show results of FUDGE without a GCN, where the
GCN is replaced by two fully-connected networks which predict from the initial
edge and node features respectively. The graph is still updated in the same way,
it is just the GCN being replaced by individual fully-connected networks. To
compensate for the lack of complexity, the non-GCN network’s fully-connected
networks have double the number of hidden channels as the GCN.
The thresholds used to determine if an edit will be made are different on
each iteration and were heuristically chosen. The specific thresholds are: 1st edit
{merge: 0.8, group: 0.95, prune: 0.9}, 2nd edit {merge: 0.9, group: 0.9, prune:
0.8}, 3rd edit {merge: 0.9, group: 0.6, prune: 0.5}. Merge thresholds are initially
lower, since we want merges to occur first. Grouping is a higher level decision
and so its threshold is higher initially. The prune decision is kept relatively high
until the final edit as it’s generally desirable to keep edges around.
We use GroupNorm [19] and Dropout in all fully connected and convolutional
networks.

4

Training

We train the detector first and then train the other components while continuing
to fine-tune the detector. The detection losses are based on YOLO [14] and are
identical to [5]. The edge proposals, the GCN edge predictions and the GCN
node (class) predictions are all supervised by binary cross-entropy losses.
When computing the GCN losses, we align the predicted graph to the ground
truth (GT) by assigning each predicted text line to a GT text line. From these
the proper edge GT can be determined. We assign predicted and GT text lines
by thresholding (at 0.4) a modified IOU which optimally clips the GT bounding
boxes horizontally to align them with the predictions; this allows the correct
assignment of oversegmented predictions. If multiple text line predictions are
assigned to the same GT text line bounding box, the edges between their nodes
them are given a merge GT. Any edges between nodes with predicted text lines
assigned to GT bounding boxes that are part of the same GT text entity are
given a grouping GT. Any edges between two nodes with text line predictions
that are assigned to GT text lines which are part of two GT entities with a GT
relationship between them are given a relationship GT. Any edges which don’t
have either a merge, group, or relationship GT are given GT to be pruned. For
the edge proposal GT, the prune GT is computed for all possible edges. Nodes
are given the GT class of their assigned GT text entities.
Because of memory restrictions we cannot train on an entire form image.
Instead, we sample a window of size 800 × 800 for the FUNSD dataset and 600
× 1400 for the NAF dataset. We use a batch size of 1. We also randomly rescale
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images as a form of data augmentation. The scale is uniformly sampled from a
range of 80%–120% and preserves aspect ratios.
We train using the AdamW optimizer [11] with a weight decay of 0.01. The
detection-only pre-training uses a learning rate of 0.01, and increases the learning
rate from zero for the first 1000 iterations, training a total of 250,000 iterations.
The full training uses a learning rate of 0.001, increasing the learning rate from
zero for the first 1000 iterations. The detector’s pre-trained weights are frozen
for the first 2000 iterations. In half of the iterations (randomly assigned) during
training, we create the initial graph using GT text line bounding boxes. At
590,000 iterations, we drop the learning range by a factor of 0.1 over 10,000
iterations. We then apply stochastic weight averaging (SWA) [9] for an additional
100,000 iterations, averaging at every iteration.

5

Datasets

Form understanding is a growing area of research, but there are only limited
results on public datasets available with which to compare. There are two large
public datasets of form images annotated for our relationship detection task: the
FUNSD dataset [10] and the NAF dataset [5]. We did all development on the
training and validation sets only.
The FUNSD dataset [10] contains 199 low resolution scans of modern
forms. The FUNSD dataset has 50 images as a test set; we divide the training
images into a 120 image training set and a 19 image validation set. The forms
mostly contain printed text, though some handwriting is present. The images
of the FUNSD dataset are relatively clean, though low resolution. The FUNSD
dataset is labeled with word bounding boxes with the corresponding transcription, grouping of words into semantic or text entities (one or more lines of text)
with a label (header, question, answer, or other), and relations between the text
entities. We preprocess the data to group the words into text lines.
The NAF dataset [5] contains images of historical forms, 77 test set images, 75 validation set images, and 708 training set images. The images are high
resolution, but the documents have a good deal of noise. Most of the forms are
filled in by hand and some forms are entirely handwritten. The dataset is labeled
with text line bounding boxes with two labels (preprinted text, input text) and
the relationships between the text lines. Unlike the FUNSD dataset, there isn’t
a notion of text entities, rather all the lines which would compose a text entity
merely have relationships connecting them. Additionally, the text transcription
is unavailable for the NAF dataset, meaning it cannot be used by methods that
rely on language. We resize these images to 0.52 their original size.
In Davis et al. [5] we only evaluated on a subset of the NAF dataset, the forms
, on the day
which do not contain tables or fill-in-the-blank prose (e.g. “I
, do hereby...”). In this work we use the full dataset, although we ignore
of
tables; tables are not annotated and the models learn to ignore them. In [5] we
only detected relationships between preprinted and input text (key-value), not
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Table 2. Relationship detection (entity linking) on the NAF dataset
Full NAF, all relationships
Method
Recall Precision
Davis et al. [5]
54.62
45.53
FUDGE no GCN 61.23
51.96
FUDGE
59.92
54.92

F1
49.60
56.21
57.31

Simple subset of NAF, key-value relationships only
(averaged per document as in [5])
Method
Recall Precision
F1
Davis et al. [5]
59.9
65.4
60.7
FUDGE
63.6
73.2
66.0

relationships between text lines of the same semantic class (which would indicate
being the same text entities). Here we evaluate using all relationships.

6

Evaluation and Results

Qualitative results can be seen in Fig. 3. Quantitatively, we evaluate performance
using the relationship and entity detection (micro) recall, precision, and F1 score
(F-measure). For a correct text entity detection, the prediction must have a
bounding box overlapping (with at least 0.5 IOU) each of the text lines making
up a ground truth text entity, contain no additional text lines, and have the
correct semantic label (class). We adopt the method of scoring of relationships
from [8]; for a predicted relationship to be correct, the two predicted entities it
is between must contain at least the first text line (word in [8]) and correct class
of two ground truth entities with a relationship. For the NAF dataset, each text
line is its own text entity.
In Davis et al. [5] we introduced the NAF dataset, but only evaluated on a
simplified subset of the data and only on key-value relationships. In this work
we use all the images and relationships of the NAF dataset. We retrain [5] on
this larger and harder dataset. We train [5] for 600,000 iterations and use SWA
for 100,000 iterations just as we trained FUDGE. We previously [5] used far
fewer iterations as it as on a much smaller dataset. The inclusion of SWA to [5]
makes the comparison more fair as SWA provides a significant boost to performance. We also train FUDGE on the simplified NAF dataset. The relationship
detection accuracy for both the full and simple subset of the NAF dataset are
reported in Table 2. We also report the text detection accuracy in Table 3 for
the full NAF. As can be seen in Table 2, FUDGE significantly outperforms [5]
in relationship detection for both the simplified and full NAF dataset. FUDGE
performs similarly to [5] on text line detection, which is reasonable as they share
the same text detection backbone.
In Table 4 we report the same relationship detection metrics for the FUNSD
dataset. We compare against Carbonell et al. [4] and the unpublished BROS [8]
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Fig. 3. Example results of FUDGE’s final decisions on crops of three FUNSD images and three NAF images. Blue, cyan, yellow, and magenta boxes indicate predicted
header, question, answer, and other entities for the FUNSD images. Red boxes indicate
a missed entity (correct class is colored on bottom of red box). Green, yellow, and red
lines indicate true-positive, false-positive, and false-negative relationship predictions.
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Table 3. Text line detection on the full NAF dataset
Method
Recall Precision F1
Davis et al. [5]
83.23
66.20 73.75
FUDGE no GCN 81.34
69.45 74.93
FUDGE
80.16
68.22 73.71
Table 4. Relationship detection (entity linking) on FUNSD dataset

Method
GT OCR info
# params
Carbonell et al. [4]
word boxes + transcription 201M
LayoutLM (reimpl.) [8] word boxes + transcription BROS [8]
word boxes + transcription 138M
Word-FUDGE
word boxes
17M
FUDGE no GCN
none
12M
FUDGE
none
17M

Recall
41.29
64.30
58.08
50.81
54.04

Precision
44.45
69.86
67.83
54.18
59.49

F1
39
42.81
66.96
62.58
52.41
56.62

method. Davis et al. [5] cannot be directly applied to the FUNSD dataset as it
lacks a method of grouping the text lines into text entities. Carbonell et al. and
BROS both use the dataset provided OCR word bounding boxes and transcriptions. To compare to these we train Word-FUDGE, which is FUDGE trained
using the provided OCR word boxes instead of the line boxes when initializing
the graph with the ground truth detections. Word-FUDGE sees the word boxes
as oversegmented lines and learns to merge them into text lines. For relationship
detection, Word-FUDGE almost performs as well as BROS, a method that is
pre-trained on over ten million additional document images before being finetuned on the FUNSD training set, whereas we use only the FUNSD training
set. We think this shows that while the relationship detection problem can be
solved with a language-centered approach like BROS, it requires far more data
than a visual approach to reach the same performance. We expect a superior
approach would combine strong visual features with pre-trained language information. The non-GCN version of FUDGE performs almost as well as the GCN
version (see also Table 2), indicating that predicting in context is either not very
necessary or that FUDGE is unable to learn to use the GCN effectively.
Xu et al. [21] first presented a semantic labeling task for the FUNSD dataset,
which is to predict the semantic entities with their labels, given the word bounding boxes and their transcription. We compare our text entity detection against
various other methods in Table 5, both normally and using ground truth word
bounding boxes. Our model is outperformed in this metric by the languagecentered approaches. This is understandable; while understanding the layout
and having vision helps for this task, it isn’t as essential if the language is understood well enough. FUDGE with and without the GCN perform the same,
which is surprising as we would expect the context provided by the GCN would
improve class predictions.
DocStruct [18] evaluated the relationship detection problem as a retrieval
problem, where a query child must retrieve its parent (answers retrieve ques-
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Table 5. Text entity detection/Semantic labeling on the FUNSD dataset
Method
Carbonell et al. [4]
LayoutLMBASE [21]
LayoutLMLARGE [21]
BROS [8]
LayoutLMv2BASE [20]
LayoutLMv2LARGE [20]
Word-FUDGE
FUDGE no GCN
FUDGE

GT OCR info
word boxes +
word boxes +
word boxes +
word boxes +
word boxes +
word boxes +
word boxes
none
none

transcription
transcription
transcription
transcription
transcription
transcription

# params
201M
113M
343M
138M
200M
426M
17M
12M
17M

Recall
75.97
75.96
80.56
80.29
83.24
69.37
63.64
64.90

Precision
81.55
82.19
81.88
85.39
85.19
75.30
66.57
68.23

F1
64
78.66
78.95
81.21
82.76
84.20
72.21
65.07
66.52

Table 6. Hit@1 on FUNSD dataset with GT text entities
Method
Hit@1
DocStruct without visual features [18] 55.94
DocStruct [18]
58.19
FUDGE no GCN
66.48
FUDGE
68.28

tions, questions retrieve headers). This view of the problem doesn’t account for
predicting which nodes have parents in the first place. We compare results on
the Hit@1 metric, a measure of how often, for each child query, the parent is
correctly returned as the most confident result. DocStruct [18] uses the ground
truth OCR text boxes and transcriptions, and also uses the ground truth grouping of text entities (“text fragment” in [18]). We also use this information for
comparison by forcing FUDGE to make the correct text grouping in its first
graph edit step, and preventing any further grouping. Our results are compared
in Table 6. FUDGE significantly outperforms DocStruct [18] with and without
the GCN. However, we don’t feel this metric demonstrates general performance
as it relies on ground truth text entity grouping and does not measure the ability
to detect if a relationship does not exist for a query.
While the previous results have validated the use of the GCN for relationship
detection, we also perform an ablation experiment exploring other aspects of
FUDGE: the number of graph edit steps, our edge proposal network compared
to the line-of-sight proposal used in [5], and the impact of being able to correct
text line detections. The results are presented in Table 7. Using graph editing
and our improved edge proposal improve overall performance. In particular,
having at least one intermediate edit step improves entity detection. The merging
of oversegmented text lines makes only a little improvement, which is to be
expected given that the text line detection makes few errors on the FUNSD
dataset. Because we did not perform an exhaustive hyper-parameter search for
our primary model, some different choices in the number of GCN layers leads to
slightly better results than our primary model.
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Table 7. Ablation models’ relationship and entity detection on FUNSD dataset
GCN
layers
10
8,8
3,3,3
3,3,3
3,3,3
7,7,4

Edit
iters
1
2
3
3
3
3

Edge
proposal
network
network
network
line-of-sight
network
network

Allow
merges
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Relationship detection
Recall Precision
F1
59.98
45.84 51.96
56.45
59.22 57.80
54.85
59.50 57.08
48.14
63.89 54.90
55.73
57.97 56.83
54.04
59.49 56.62

Entity detection
Recall Precision
F1
66.58
63.02 64.75
62.58
66.35 64.41
65.44
69.14 67.24
65.39
68.92 67.11
66.99
68.10 67.44
64.90
68.23 66.52

Looking at the relationship detection errors made by FUDGE in detail, it
can be seen that the majority of false negative relationships are actually caused
by poor entity detection, which is why the performance increases so dramatically
with the use of ground truth bounding boxes.

7

Conclusion

We present FUDGE, a visual approach to form understanding that uses a predicted form graph and edits it to reflect the true structure of the document.
The graph is created from detected text lines (vertices) and the initial edges
are proposed by a simple network. In three iterations, GCNs predict whether to
combine vertices to group text elements into single entities or to prune edges.
FUDGE uses no language information, but it performs similarly to methods
using large pre-trained language models. We believe this demonstrates that most
form understanding solutions do not put enough emphasis on visual information.
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Chapter 4
Interlude: Adding Language Information to FUDGE

As pointed out in the previous chapter, FUDGE does not use any language features.
Clearly, language features are an important element that contribute information to form
understanding. This chapter presents unpublished experiments adding language features to
FUDGE. The results of these experiments help motivate the new architecture introduced in
the next chapter.
The architecture of FUDGE provides a simple method to include language features,
which is to simply compute a fixed-size vector for each text line and include that vector into
the features of the nodes of the GCN. FUDGE appends the visual features (after global
average pooling of the window) and spatial features and uses them as the initial hidden state
of the nodes; I simply adjust this to also append the language features to the visual and
spatial features.
I tested language features taken from DistilBERT [14] as well as features from handcrafted rules. I will discuss the specifics of these two methods, then present and discuss the
results.

4.1

DistilBERT Features

DistilBERT is a lightweight transformer distilled from the original BERT [5], which is a
language model pre-trained to have a general understanding of language. BERT has been
shown to be effective for many natural language tasks, and thus should be able to capture
what we want from the language on the forms. As other transformers do, DistilBERT operates
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over text that has been tokenized. DistilBERT appends a start and end token to each set of
input tokens.
The standard way to apply DistilBERT would be to have each text line (an initial node
in FUDGE) run through DistilBERT and take the features on the start token, which generally
summarize the text seen. However, there are many text lines of varying lengths, making
batching them together inefficient and expensive memory-wise. We choose a slightly different
method, where we append all the text lines together, separated by end tokens. We then
take the final features of the end token after each text line as the language features for the
respective nodes. This is not standard, but is more efficient and allows the processing to be
aware of more text than the single line. The DistilBERT model is fine-tuned during FUDGE’s
training, with the gradient flowing back through the GCN to the end-token features.
4.2

Handcrafted Features

At a surface level, much of what the language information should be contributing to the
label-value pairing may be described as rules. For example, a value that is a date is probably
associated with a label that has “Date” or “Day” in it. As a baseline for language feature
extraction, hand-crafted features that can be used for the obvious label-value rules I observed
in the FUNSD dataset are tested. These would likely not generalize to another dataset. The
features are binary or a ratio (e.g., how many characters are numbers) and are then projected
up in dimension by two fully connected layers. The features are
• Has numeral
• Has money amount
• Has day number (number less than 30)
• Has year number
• Has month name
• Has date with year
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• Has date without year
• Has time
• Has written number (words, not numerals)
• Has name (based on corpus of peoples’ names)
• Has place (based on corpus of places)
• Has business terminology (based on corpus of words and phrases like “inventory,” “payroll,”
or “return on investment”)
• Has advertising terminology (based on corpus of words and phrases like “commercial,” “brand
lift,” or “programmatic ad buying”)
• Has color
• Ratio of capital letters
• Ratio of numerals
• Ratio of names (% of words appearing in name corpus)
• Is ‘X’
• No letters
• Name label (various labels where a name is an appropriate value, like “requested by,” “to,” or
“director”)
• Date label (has “date,” “until,” “deadline,” “year,” “day,” or “month”)
• Place label (has “city,” “place,” “country,” “address,” “location,” “market,” or “zones”)
• Number label (has “score,” “number,” “length,” “weight,” “rate,” “volume,” “circumference,”
“#,” “quantity,” etc.)
• Money label (has “cost,” “paid,” “budget,” “balance,” “$,” “value,” or “price”)
• Time label (has “time” or “hours”)
• Is blank
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Table 4.1: Results using various features with FUDGE on FUNSD validation set
Features used
Relationship
Entity
Visual DistilBERT Handcrafted Fm
recall prec Fm
recall prec
✓
56.3
51.6 62.1 69.1
67.3 71.1
50.5
46.1 55.7 63.8
61.2 66.6
✓
37.9
27.3 61.8 49.8
43.7 57.9
✓
✓
✓
59.0 55.9 64.7 71.4 69.4 73.6
55.3
51.7 59.3 69.9
68.2 71.7
✓
✓
4.3

Results and Discussion

Table 4.1 shows the result using various features in FUDGE. They all use the spatial features.
The DistilBERT features do improve the results, but this is still not enough to compete with
Transformer models like LayoutLM [16] on entity detection. In isolation, the visual features
are better than language features, although the DistilBERT features still do quite well. The
handcrafted features do very poorly in isolation, demonstrating that it is difficult to capture
all the rules needed to be successful at form understanding with handcrafted features. A
more comprehensive language understanding like DistilBERT is warranted.
It is interesting to examine how FUDGE augmented with DistilBERT processes text
in comparison to LayoutLM. When DistilBERT sees the text, there is no notion of where
text is (layout). Once the text line features are obtained, the spatial features are added and
even the graph structure itself communicates much about the layout. However, the GCN
is processing the text line summaries, so some textual information is lost. For LayoutLM,
the layout information is appended to the words initially, and the model operates over word
tokens the entire time. FUDGE introduces a hierarchical processing, however, while the
granularity of text lines might make sense spatially, it doesn’t in terms of language. Because
LayoutLM operates on word tokens the entire time, any hierarchical understanding is done
implicitly, which, in my opinion, seems to be a better method.
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4.4

Moving On

These results were not favorable for FUDGE+DistilBERT being a strong solution for form
understanding. DistilBERT represents a fairly powerful language model, so if incorporating it
only led to a minor improvement, simply adding language information to FUDGE probably
isn’t the best solution. While there are things that could be done better to incorporate
DistilBERT, the fact is that large, expensive pre-training is likely always going to pay
dividends in performance, and the LayoutLM-like transformers that were specifically designed
for documents would outperform standard text-only language models. FUDGE is clever but
doesn’t have the same muscle that these transformer models are able to develop.
I could try some hybrid architecture, putting FUDGE on top of LayoutLM, but
FUDGE has another weakness, which is it requires dense labeling. The annotations present
in the FUNSD and NAF datasets are quite time intensive to produce, as recognition must be
done, entities grouped and labeled, and the links made. It is also a very error-prone process
and inconsistently labels can be seen in both datasets. This makes it difficult to apply a
FUDGE-like model on new data.
There is also another important viewpoint to consider when doing form understanding,
which is that it is an interconnected problem. The text recognition and the layout of the
document informs form understanding. But the form understanding could also inform the
text recognition (e.g., if I know the label is “Date:”, this strongly indicates what the value’s
text might be). Such a multi-directional flow of information could be achieved with a single,
elegant architecture.
Chapter 5 introduces a new paradigm for form understanding and document understanding. It is an end-to-end architecture that can be trained on any image-to-text task.
This means it can use any labeling provided. It also performs recognition in an end-to-end
manner, meaning it performs independently of an external recognition model.
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Chapter 5
In preparation:
End-to-end Document Recognition and Understanding with Dessurt

This manuscript has not yet been accepted for publication.
Authors: Brian Davis, Bryan Morse, Brian Price, Chris Tensmeyer, Curtis Wigington, and
Vlad Morariu

There are Supplementary Materials which accompany this manuscript. These include details
in the model architecture, training data, and evaluation protocol. These Supplementary
Materials are found in Appendix A.
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Abstract. We introduce Dessurt, a relatively simple document understanding transformer capable of being fine-tuned on a greater variety
of document tasks than prior methods. It receives a document image
and task string as input and generates arbitrary text autoregressively
as output. Because Dessurt is an end-to-end architecture that performs
text recognition in addition to the document understanding, it does not
require an external recognition model as prior methods do, making it
easier to fine-tune to new visual domains. We show that this model is
effective at 9 different dataset-task combinations.
Keywords: Document understanding, end-to-end, handwriting recognition, form understanding, OCR

1

Introduction

Document understanding is an area of research attempting to automatically
extract information from documents, whether that be specific key information,
answers to natural language questions, or other similar elements. While there
have been many approaches, the research community has begun to gravitate
around pre-trained transformers as general purpose solutions. Beginning with
LayoutLM [35], these models began as BERT-like transformers incorporating
spatial/layout information and later visual features. In general, we refer to these
as the LayoutLM family. The LayoutLM family of models are pre-trained on a
large corpus of document images and then fine-tuned to their particular tasks.
The LayoutLM family consists of encoder-only transformers, meaning predictions are only made for the input tokens. These state-of-the-art models are
two-stage models, where text recognition is first performed by an external OCR
model to obtain the input text tokens for the transformer. We see two limitations
coming from these architecture choices:
1. A limited output space, having predictions only for individual input tokens.
While they can classify the input tokens, they cannot produce additional
outputs, e.g., arbitrary text or token relationships, without additional submodules.
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Fig. 1. The LayoutLM family of document transformers require OCR and output is
tied to the tokens. Dessurt does not require any separate models and can generate
arbitrary text to solve a variety of tasks.
Table 1. Model class capabilities
Handwriting Arbitrary output Apply to different visual domain
LayoutLM family OCR dependant
✗
Fine-tune two models
Dessurt
✓
✓
Fine-tune single model

2. Dependence on high quality external OCR text segmentation and recognition. Encoder-only transformers are incapable of inserting new tokens if the
OCR missed or under-segmented text. A single incorrectly recognized character in an OCR’d word can cause a wrong word embedding to be used or
cause the word to be out of vocabulary. Relatedly, discrete input tokens lack
the uncertainty the text recognition model may have in its predictions. For
clean, modern documents, this generally isn’t an issue as the OCR models used are quite robust. However, for handwritten or degraded historical
documents, OCR quality can be poor and lead to prediction errors.
To combat these flaws we introduce Dessurt: Document end-to-end selfsupervised understanding and recognition transformer. Dessurt is a novel, general document understanding architecture that can perform a great variety of
document tasks. Dessurt operates in an end-to-end manner with a single pass:
text segmentation and recognition are learned implicitly. Dessurt takes only the
image and task text as input and can auto-regressively produce arbitrary text
as output. Fig. 1 compares Dessurt to the LayoutLM family at a high level architecturally. The first limitation of the LayoutLM family is easily solved with
Dessurt’s auto-regressive output. Because text recognition is implicit, rather
than provided as explicit OCR results, Dessurt is able to resolve text recognition uncertainty or ambiguity in a task-focused way. Additionally, the autoregresssive output decouples Dessurt’s output from the text recognition. These
together address the second limitation. See Table 1 for a comparison of architecture features.
Because Dessurt takes both an input image and text and can output any
arbitrary text, it can complete a greater variety of tasks compared to the LayoutLM family of transformers. Particularly we solve a form parsing task (form
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image to JSON) that the LayoutLM family cannot handle without additional
modules. Also, when retraining for a different visual domain, Dessurt’s simple
end-to-end design means only one model needs to be fine-tuned. For the LayoutLM family, both the recognition and transformer models would need to be
fine-tuned.
Like prior methods, we pre-train on the IIT-CDIP dataset [17], a large collection of document images, with a masked language modeling task. We also
introduce three synthetic document datasets to better capture natural language,
structured documents, and handwriting recognition. Finally, we introduce new
pre-training tasks to teach Dessurt to read and located text, and to parse structured documents.
We validate our claims of Dessurt’s flexibility by applying it to six different
document datasets across six different tasks: 1) Document question answering,
with both DocVQA [23] and HW-SQuAD [22], 2) Form understanding and 3)
Form parsing, with both the FUNSD [14] and NAF [5] datasets, 4) Full-page
handwriting recognition and 5) Named entity recognition on the IAM handwriting database, and 6) Document classification with the RVL-CDIP dataset. Of
particular interest, both NAF and IAM datasets require handwriting recognition,
the NAF being comprised of difficult historical documents. These are domains
in which the LayoutLM family would need to fine-tune its recognition model as
well, but Dessurt can fine-tune on without adjustments. We note that Dessurt
does not achieve state-of-the-art results on the most tasks evaluated, but it is
capable of operating on a larger range of tasks than individual state-of-the-art
models.
In summary, our primary contributions are
– Dessurt, a novel, general document understanding architecture capable of
both performing text recognition and document understanding in an endto-end manner and producing arbitrary text output,
– A collection of synthetic datasets and tasks for pre-training an end-to-end
document understanding model for a variety of possible final tasks,
– An evaluation of Dessurt fine-tuned on 9 dataset-task combinations, and
– Our code, pre-trained model, and datasets: https://github.com/herobd/dessurt

2
2.1

Related Work
LayoutLM Family

Document understanding has become largely dominated by transformer architectures. Beginning with LayoutLM(v1) [35] the goal was to bring the success of
transformers like BERT [8] in the natural language space into the more visual
domain of documents. LayoutLM pre-trained in a very similar manner to BERT,
but included 2D spatial position information.
BROS [12], TILT [24], and LayoutLMv2 [34] improved the architecture by
introducing spatially biased attention, making the spatial information even more
influencial. LayoutLMv2 also introduced visual tokens as many layout cues are
captured more visually than spatially.
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Fig. 2. Dessurt architecture

Visual tokens can be overshadowed by textual tokens. In an effort to make
the visual processing more important, DocFormer [1] forced feature updates to
be from both textual and visual features.
We note that TILT and DocFormer use only visual features extracted near
the text tokens spatially, making them blind to areas of the form without text.
LayoutLMv2 extracts visual tokens across the entire document.
2.2

End-to-end Models

Models in the LayoutLM family have been evaluated without taking text recognition into account. Many document understanding datasets come with precomputed OCR results used by everyone. While this is useful in making comparisons, text recognition is an essential task and for visually difficult documents
can become a challange in itself.
One aim of an end-to-end method can be to accomplish both recognition and
understanding in one pass. Another aim might be to learn the output text in a
manner that allows arbitrary output predictions. DocReader [16] is an end-toend method for key information extraction. While it does rely on external OCR,
it uses an RNN to predict arbitrary text.
We note that a concurrent pre-print work on end-to-end document understanding, Donut [15], has been introduced, and shares an architecture similar in
design to Dessurt. It also utilizes a Swin [19] encoder but uses a BART-like [18]
decoder. Donut differs from Dessurt primarily in how the cross attention occurs
and in pre-training. Donut shares many of the same advantages of Dessurt.

3

Model

Dessurt is a novel end-to-end framework for handling general document understanding problems. It takes as input an image and query text, and outputs
arbitrary text appropriate for the given tasks. It handles character recognition,
including handwriting recognition, implicitly as part of the network.
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The architecture is shown in Fig 2. The model processes three streams of
tokens: 1) Visual tokens that encode visual information about the document
image, 2) Query tokens that encode the task the model is to perform, and 3)
Autoregressive response tokens where the output response is formed. The model
progresses through three main stages: Input encoding, cross-attention, and output decoding.
Input encoding: The input consists of an image and a query token string.
Because the Swin [19] layers we use require a fixed size image input, we use
an input image size of 1152 × 768. This large size is needed as we process an
entire page at once and must ensure small text is legible. The input image is
2-channeled, one being the grayscale document, the other being a highlight mask
used in some tasks. The query tokens begin with a special task token indicating
the desired task and then potentially have some text providing context for the
task (e.g., the question text). The response tokens are initialized with a task
specific start token and during training contain the previous ground truth token
for teacher-forcing.
The first step of the model is to encode the inputs into feature arrays to
initialize the three streams. The input image is tokenized by passing it through
a small downsampling CNN and adding learned 2D spatial embeddings. The
input query text and response text are tokenized using the same process as
BART [18] with standard sinusoidal position encoding. These feature arrays are
then passed to their respective token streams.
Note that the model does not require as input any OCR tokens corresponding
to the image. The network implicitly recognizes the text.
Cross-attention: The three streams then pass through a series of crossattention layers to allow them to share information and transfer that information
into the response. The visual array is processed by Swin [19] layers modified to
not only attend to the other elements in the local window but also the query
array. (We note that the biased attention remains for the visual elements.) The
query array has standard Transformer [31] attention, but attends to the entire
visual array in addition to the query array. The response array has standard
autoregressive attention to previous response elements but also attends to the
visual and query arrays. The arrays pass through series of eight of their respective
cross-attention layers. The last two layers of the model update only the query
and response arrays, with both layers attending to the final visual features.
Output decoding: The final response array is decoded into text using greedy
search decoding (where the most likely token is selected at each step), allowing it
to predict text not found in the document. Additionally, we also output a pixel
mask for use in training. This is produced by a small upsampling network using
six transpose convolutions that process the final visual features.
Specific implementation details for the model and its layers can be found in
the accompanying Supplementary Materials.
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Fig. 3. Examples of data used in pre-training. (a) IIT-CDIP dataset image with Text
Infilling task highlighting channel: highlight is magenta (value of 1), removed text is
turquoise (value of -1). (b) Synthetic Wikipedia text. (c) Synthetic handwriting. (d)
Synthetic form and its parse JSON.

4

Pre-training Procedure

The goal of the pre-training is to teach Dessurt to perform text recognition and
document understanding and to have general language model capabilities like
BERT. We pretrain several datasets with each dataset having multiple tasks
associated with it. An example from each dataset is in Fig. 3.
4.1

IIT-CDIP dataset

The IIT-CDIP dataset [17] is a pre-training dataset used by several other document understanding transformers [35, 34, 1]. The OCR method we applied to
the IIT-CDIP dataset is in the Supplementary materials.
There are several tasks defined with this dataset all of which are described in
the Supplementary Materials. For brevity, we only describe the most important
ones here. The primary task (occurring 66% of the time) is a Text Infilling task.
It is a masked language modeling task inspired by the text infilling used to train
BART [18]; instead of replacing the removed text with a blank token, we delete
them from the image. The entire block of text and the deleted areas are marked
(with different values) in the input highlight channel, as seen in Fig. 3 (a). The
model then must predict the text of the entire block, filling in the deleted regions.
We also do a variant of this task where a single word is blanked from the image
and the model must predict that single word. There are several reading based
tasks as well, such as to read on from the text provided in the query.
4.2

Synthetic Wikipedia

We want our pre-training to help the model understand natural language; however, the IIT-CDIP dataset only represents a skewed slice of natural language.
Additionally, it represents a limited range of font styles. We choose to create an
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on-the-fly dataset by selecting random text from Wikipedia3 [9] and rendering
it as paragraphs in random locations with random fonts.
We pick a random article, random column width, random font, random text
height, and random spacing (between word and new line). We render the words
using the font and text height. We place the words in column/paragraph form,
adjusting the column width to fit as much of the article as possible. We find
blank space in the image where the paragraph can be added. If one is found the
paragraph is added and we attempt to add another paragraph; otherwise, the
image is complete. An example generated image is seen in Fig. 3 (b).
To obtain our font database, we scrape all the free-for-commercial-use fonts
from 1001fonts.com, giving us a set of over 10,000 fonts. The script we used
to scrape the fonts will be made available. More details on these fonts and our
synthetic dataset creation are found in the Supplementary Materials
This dataset uses the same distribution of tasks as the IIT-CDIP dataset.
4.3

Synthetic Handwriting

Dessurt must be able handle handwriting as several document understanding
tasks require this. The IIT-CDIP dataset contains little handwriting and while
our font database has “handwritten” fonts, they do not capture the variation
present in real handwriting. There is, unfortunately, not a publicly available
dataset of handwriting comparable in size to the IIT-CDIP datset. The IAM
handwriting database [21] is frequently used, but with fewer than 800 instances
to train on, an autoregressive transformer could overfit during pre-training.
We choose instead to use synthetic handwriting. This allows us to generate a
larger breadth of text, but at the cost of realism. We use the full line handwriting synthesis method of Davis et al. [7] to generate 800,000 lines of sequential
text from Wikipedia articles, with a randomly sampled style for each line. We
compose a document by sampling a random number of consecutive handwriting lines (to maintain language flow), selecting a random text height, random
newline height, and random starting location on the page, and then placing the
lines in the document in block/paragraph style. We additionally apply warp grid
augmentation [32] to each line to further add to the visual variation. An example
image can be seen in Fig. 3 (c).
For the learning task, the model must read the entire page of handwriting.
4.4

Synthetic Forms

We want Dessurt to be capable of extracting the information from highly structured documents, but given the lack of structured information present in our
IIT-CDIP annotations, we decided to generate synthetic forms with known structure. The structure is based on the annotations of the FUNSD [14] dataset, which
is primarily label-value pairs (or question-answer pairs) which are occasionally
grouped under headers. We also include tables.
3

https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikipedia
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To come up with label-value pairs, we use GPT-2 [25] to generate synthetic
“forms”. We give GPT-2 a prompt text (e.g., “This form has been filled out.”) followed by an example label-value pair, newline and a label with colon (e.g., “Date:
23 Mar 1999\nName:”). GPT-2 then usually generate a series of label-value pairs
separated by colons and newlines, which is easily parsed. All the label-value
pairs from one generation are a label-value set in our dataset. We sometimes
use Wikipedia article titles as part of the prompt (e.g. “This form should be
filled out regarding Marvel Universe”) which then become the header for that
label-value set. We reuse previously generated labels and label-value pairs as new
form prompts. The quality of GPT-2 output is limited, but we hope it reflects
at least some of the semantics of label-value relationships.
The data for tables is more random. The row and column headers are random
1 to 3 word snippets from Wikipedia. A cell value is either a random number
(with various formatting) or a random word.
A document is composed by randomly placing label-value sets and tables
until a placement fails due to there not being enough room. Some cells and
values are blanked. More details on the form generation process can be found in
the Supplementary Materials.
The primary task on the forms (occurring about half the time) is to parse it
into a JSON capturing the text and structure of the form. An example synthetic
form and its corresponding JSON are seen in Fig. 3 (d). We also have tasks where
the query has an entity on the form and the model must predict the class of the
entity and then read the entities it is linked to. To ensure an understanding of
tables, there are also table-specific tasks such as retrieving a cell based on a
query with the row and column header, or listing all the row/column headers
for a table. All the tasks used are described in the Supplementary Materials.
4.5

Distillation

Because Dessurt has a unique architecture, we could not use pre-trained transformer weights to initialize our model (like Donut [15] or models in the LayoutLM
family). This is clearly a disadvantage, so we attempt to infuse pre-trained language knowledge into Dessurt in a different way: cross-domain distillation. We
feed text to a pre-trained transformer teacher, and then render that text in a
document image to pass to the student, Dessurt. Then we apply the standard distillation loss introduced by Hinton et al. [11], which guides the logit predictions
of the student to match the teachers logits (the “dark knowledge”).
Distillation is generally applied with a student and teacher getting the exact same inputs. We are attempting something fairly unique which is to apply
distillation across domains, textual to visual.
To ensure architectural similarity, we need the teacher to be an autoregressive model. For this we use BART, an encoder-decoder transformer where the
decoder is an autoregressive model with cross attention to the encoder (a vanilla
transformer encoder). Both BART and Dessurt will be given the Text Infilling
task which BART was pre-trained with. BART gets the masked text as input
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to its encoder, and Dessurt gets the rendered text with deleted regions as input (and the query token indicating the Test Infilling task) and then they both
autoregressively output the input text with the blanks filled in.
The token probabilities Dessurt predicts for a blanked region reflect not only
its language modeling, but also the uncertainty it has in reading the other words
on the page. For BART the probabilities are only the language modeling; it has
no uncertainty about reading. We minimize the reading uncertainty Dessurt has
when performing distillation by selecting a subset of “easy” fonts and reducing
the variability with which the documents are rendered. More details on this are
in the Supplementary Materials.
4.6

Training

We employ a simple curriculum to to prioritize certain aspects during early
training. This is due to the need for recognition to be learned (to a certain
degree) before the understanding tasks can be solved and the difficulty of learning
recognition on dense multi-line documents in a semi-supervised fashion.
We first train Dessurt on small images (96 × 384) of synthetic Wikipedia
text with simple reading tasks for 150,000 iterations. Not only is the visual space
small, but the output sequence length is short. We then use full-sized synthetic
Wikipedia text documents for 200,000 iterations with primarily reading tasks.
Finally, the model enters normal pre-training.
The iterations we outline here are what were used for the ablation models.
For our primary evaluation we use a model that was pre-trained in total for
over 6 million iterations during development (meaning datasets and tasks were
added throughout the training), but followed roughly the same curriculum. The
ablation models were pre-trained for 1 million iterations with all datasets and
tasks being introduced at once.
We used data parallelism over 6 Nvidia Tesla P100s, which can each only
hold a batch size of 1. We use gradient accumulation of 128 iterations, leading
to an effective batch size of 768, with approximately 7,800 weight update steps
for the ablation models. We use the AdamW optimizer [20] and a learning rate
of 10−4 and weight decay of 0.01.

5

Experiments

To demonstrate the flexibility of Dessurt, we evaluate it on the six document
datasets and six diverse taskslisted in Table 2. The RVL-CDIP dataset [10] is
a page classification dataset, which requires understanding overall layout and
text topics. The DocVQA dataset [23] requires both reading and layout comprehension. HW-SQuAD [22] is more focused on reading comprehension, but has
difficult text (synthetic handwriting) to recognize. Both the FUNSD [14] and
NAF [5] datasets require form understanding, with a focus on label-value pairs
in forms. The FUNSD dataset includes modern business documents, but the
NAF dataset is uniquely challenging because it contains historical records with
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Table 2. A summary of the end tasks we use to evaluate Dessurt and their attributes.
The term ”special output” refers to whether the tasks requires more than standard
token prediction employed by most in the LayoutLM family
Requires
handwriting
recognition
RVL-CDIP [10] Classification
Modern printed No
DocVQA [23]
Question answering Modern
Occasionally
Synthetic
HW-SQuAD [22] Question answering
Yes (easier)
handwriting
Entity / Relationship Modern printed
FUNSD [14]
No
detection
forms
Modern printed
FUNSD
Form parsing
No
forms
Line / Relationship
NAF [5]
Historic forms Yes
detection
NAF
Form parsing
Historic forms Yes
IAM [21]
Full page recognition Handwriting
Yes
Named entity
IAM NER [30]
Handwriting
Yes
recognition

Dataset

Task

Domain

Requires
special
output
No
No

Train
set
size
320K
39K

No

68K

No/Yes 130
Yes

130

No/Yes 921
Yes
Yes

921
747

No

747

a both printed and handwritten text. We take a task from Tüselmann et al. [30],
specifically named entity recognition over the IAM handwriting database (IAM
NER), requiring both handwriting recognition and NLP capabilities. We also
evaluate full-page handwriting recognition on the IAM database [21]. Each of
these, and our experimental protocol for them, are discussed in more detail in
the Supplementary Materials. We also present an ablation study at the end of
this section.
5.1

RVL-CDIP

We compare Dessurt to several other models in Table 3 on document classification with the RVL-CDIP dataset. Dessurt performs slightly below the stateof-the-art, but is comparable to the other models. We note that this problem
requires a holistic view of the document and is likely benefiting from a strong
vision model. We note that while Dessurt uses a Swin architecture, it is shallower
and narrower than the one used by Donut.
5.2

DocVQA and HW-SQuAD

For DocVQA, the model must locate the text that answers a textual question.
The results are presented in Table 3 with ANLS, a text edit-distance metric
that accounts for multiple correct answers. Unlike RVL-CDIP, understanding
the text in DocVQA is critical, likely leading to both Dessurt’s and Donut’s
comparatively limited performance. Other models rely on strong external recognition methods; LayoutLMv2’s performance significantly drops when using a
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Table 3. Results on RVL-CDIP and DocVQA datasets
use OCR # params

BERTBASE [8]
LayoutLMBASE (w/ img) [35]
LayoutLMBASE [35]
LayoutLMv2BASE [34]
LayoutLMv2BASE w/ Tesseract OCR
DocFormerBASE [1]
TILTBASE [24]
Donut [15]
Donut +10k trainset images [15]
Dessurt (ours)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

110M
160M
113M
200M
200M
183M
230M
156M
156M
127M

+OCR
+ OCR
+ OCR
+ OCR
+ OCR
+ OCR
+ OCR

RVL-CDIP
accuracy
89.8
94.4
95.3
96.2
93.5
94.5
93.5

DocVQA
ANLS
63.5
69.8
78.1
48.2
83.9
47.1
53.1
61.9

weaker OCR. Dessurt outperforms Donut, likely due to its language-focused
tasks and real data in pre-training. Dessurt’s weakest areas for DocVQA are
Figures/Diagrams and Image/Photo. This makes sense because the pre-training
datasets are almost exclusively textual.
The HW-SQuAD dataset [22] is the popular question answering benchmark
SQuAD [26] rendered with handwritten fonts and noise. We evaluate on the task
of machine comprehension, where the single document containing the answer is
fed to the model. Unfortunately, the only prior method on this ([29]) was doing
text snippet retrieval, not question answering, and so is incomparable. We use
ANLS as our metric as it seems well suited to the task and achieve 55.3%.
5.3

FUNSD and NAF

Form parsing is the most difficult task we tackle, particularly with the NAF
dataset, which is comprised of historical forms containing a good deal of handwriting. In our full form parsing task the model must reproduce the entire contents of the form in a structured manner, including recognition of text. We have
the model predict JSON using the same format used in pre-training (Fig. 3 (d)).
Normalized tree edit-distance (nTED) has been introduced by Hwang et al. [13]
as a metric for comparing document parses. However, nTED is not permutation
invariant, which is undesirable due to the lack of a canonical read order for forms.
We introduce a modified metric, Greedily-Aligned nTED or GAnTED, which is
more robust to permutation. GAnTED is discussed in detail in the Supplementary Materials. We compute GAnTED for FUDGE [6] by running Tesseract4 on
the bounding boxes it predicts and using the class and relationship predictions
to build the JSON output.
We also compare using standard F-measure for entity detection and relationship detection. We do this by aligning Dessurt’s predicted strings to the GT
strings. This means our results are dependant on the text recognition of Dessurt.
4

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
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Table 4. Results on FUNSD dataset
LayoutLMBASE [35]
BROSBASE [12]
LayoutLMv2BASE [34]
DocFormerBASE [1]
Word-FUDGE [6]
FUDGE [6] (+Tesseract)
Dessurt (ours)

GT OCR used
boxes + text
boxes + text
boxes + text
boxes + text
boxes
none
none

# params
138M + OCR
200M + OCR
183M + OCR
17M + OCR
17M (+OCR)
127M

Entity Fm Rel Fm
78.7
42.8 [12]
83.1
71.5
82.8
83.3
72.2
62.6
66.5
56.6
66.3
44.2

GAnTED
34.8
23.3

Table 5. Results on NAF dataset
Davis et al. [5]
FUDGE [6]
Dessurt (ours)
Dessurt w/ census pretraining

# params
1.8M
17M
127M
127M

Line Fm
73.8
73.7
51.4
46.5

Rel Fm
49.6
57.3
30.2
28.9

GAnTED
41.0
46.4

This is in contrast to other models that use the GT word boxes for tokens and
need only identify the correct box(es) rather than produce the correct text. Thus
we end up below what prior methods achieve. Our results on both the FUNSD
and NAF datasets are presented in Tables 4 and 5 respectively. On the NAF
dataset, no models rely on external recognition models.
The visual domain of NAF is very different from modern documents, meaning two-stage methods require a specialized recognition model. We compare
Dessurt’s recognition ability to a CNN-LSTM [32] trained on the NAF dataset
in the Supplementary Materials. We also report results pre-training Dessurt on
images taken from the U.S.A. 1940 Census (visually similar to NAF data) in
Table 5. Details for this pre-training are in the Supplementary Materials.
5.4

IAM Database

There have been several specialized approaches for doing full-page handwriting
recognition, where line segmentation is done implicitly or explicitly. Dessurt is
trained to do full-page recognition during its pre-training. We compare it to other
full-page recognition models in Table 6. The metrics used are character error rate
(CER) and word error rate (WER) across an entire page (or paragraph; the IAM
dataset has one paragraph per page). Dessurt performs quite favorably compared
to these specialized approaches and even achieves the lowest WER. We note that
our pre-training includes synthetic handwriting derived from the IAM training
set, so Dessurt is uniquely suited to solve this task on the IAM dataset. The fact
that Dessurt’s WER is relatively better than its CER is unusual and is likely a
result of the word-part token prediction (other models use character prediction)
and the language modeling capabilities learned in pre-training. We note that the
number of parameters in Dessurt is one or two orders of magnitude higher than
the other models.
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Table 6. Results on IAM paragraph/page recognition

Bluche [2]
Chung and Delteil [3]
Start, Follow, Read [33]
OrigamiNet [36]
Vertical Attention Network [4]
Dessurt (ours)

# params
16.4M
2.7M
127M

CER
7.9
8.5
6.4
4.7
4.5
4.9

WER
24.6
23.2
14.6
11.0

Table 7. Results on IAM NER. Reported in macro F-measure
Split RWTH Custom
Task 6 classes 6 classes
Toledo et al. [28]
34.0
37.4
Rowtula et al. [27]
47.4
54.6
Tüselmann et al. [30]
70.7
76.4
60.3
66.8
Dessurt (ours)
Dessurt w/ IAM pretraining 55.8
68.4

RWTH
18 classes
14.9
32.3
52.0
34.6
36.9

Custom
18 classes
18.0
30.3
53.6
43.3
40.1

We also evaluate using the IAM NER task introduced by Tüselmann et
al. [30] as part of a set of named entity recognition problems for handwriting
datasets. Tüselmann et al. use a two-stage approach constructed specifically for
this problem. They use a word level handwriting recognition model, with its
outputs fed to a RoBERTa-based NER model (which sees the whole document).
We fine-tune Dessurt on both line level NER and document level NER. In both
cases Dessurt sees the entire handwriting image but has the lines it is supposed
process highlighted. It performs transcription along with the classification with
two tasks: (1) first reading a word, and then predicting its class, and (2) the
reverse with class predicted first. This ensures we know which word Dessurt is
predicting a class for. We randomly replace words in the teacher-forcing with
close edit-distance words to decrease reliance on the recognition output. Additionally, we apply warp grid augmentation [32] on the lines of the document. We
also experimented with adding recognition on IAM words to the pre-training
(more details in Supplementary Materials).
Our results for IAM NER are presented in Table 7. While Dessurt is moderately successful, it falls short of the customized two-stage approach presented by
Tüselmann et al. They report that the CER of the HWR model they use is 6.8,
which is the same CER as Dessurt. We assume this indicates that (unsurprisingly) RoBERTa is a stronger language model than Dessurt and is responsible
for this superior performance.
5.5

Ablation

We performed an ablation study of the different sources used in our model’s
pretraining as well as some of the architectural choices (Table 8). We begin the
data ablation with only the IIT-CDIP [17] dataset (I). We then incrementally
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Table 8. Ablation results. The top four rows show the pre-training ablation with
I=IIT-CDIP dataset, W=synthetic Wikipedia dataset, H=synthetic handwriting
dataset, F=synthetic form dataset, D=distillation from BART. The lower three rows
show ablations to the model: removing supervision with output mask, removigin supervision with output mask and reducing Swin window size to 7, removing cross attention
from image to question tokens. Results for DocVQA are evalutated using the validation
set. “PT IAM” indicates IAM data added to last 200k iters of pre-training

Max iterations
I
W+I
H+W+I
F+H+W+I
All=D+F+H+W+I
All, no mask loss
All, no mask loss w=7
All, 1-way cross attn.

DocVQA
(valid)
ANLS
500k
44.0
43.2
44.4
46.5
45.5
44.9
44.4
44.9

IAM NER
Macro Fm
IAM PT
200k 200k
42.3 43.4
45.2 49.0
50.1 49.7
47.6 50.0
50.4 52.5
45.7 49.7
44.8 51.3
42.9 46.9

FUNSD
Entity Rel
Fm Fm
34k
19.7 10.2
29.5 16.0
29.3 16.5
44.8 28.2
47.8 29.5
47.3 26.2
45.9 28.6
41.0 25.2

NAF
Entity Rel
Fm Fm
300k
28.7 12.6
31.0 13.7
31.6 14.9
36.5 17.6
34.6 15.3
33.2 15.1
31.8 15.3
33.7 15.9

RVL
CDIP
acc.
500k
89.0
89.1
88.9
89.5
89.0
88.3
88.6
88.8

add the synthetic Wikipedia (W), synthetic handwriting (H), synthetic forms
(F), and distillation from BART (D). We ablate out the the predicted spatial
mask used in pretraining, and change the Swin window size from 12 to 7. We also
ablate the 2-way cross attention by instead only having the query and response
tokens attend to the visual tokens without the visual tokens attending to the
query tokens. This is very similar to Donut, which lacks 2-way cross attention.
As can be seen each pre-training data source adds something to the model.
The synthetic handwriting and synthetic forms are aimed at particular downstream tasks (IAM NER and form understanding respectively), but we note that
their inclusion generally helps other tasks as well. Only the distillation appears
selectively helpful and may not contribute significantly. In general, the ablated
model components are helpful to the full model, but not necessary. The results
with the RVL-CDIP dataset shows that the data a model is pre-trained with
appears to be relatively irrelevant to its performance.

6

Conclusion

We have introduced Dessurt, an end-to-end architecture for solving a wide variety of document problems. Dessurt performs recognition within its single pass,
removing reliance on an external recognition model, which most document understanding approaches require, making it a much simpler method. Because
Dessurt uses arbitrary text as its output, it is also more flexible in the range
of problems it can solve. We evaluate Dessurt on a wider range of tasks than
any previous single method has done and show results ranging from promising
to state-of-the-art.
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Abstract
This paper presents a GAN for generating images of handwritten lines conditioned on
arbitrary text and latent style vectors. Unlike prior work, which produce stroke points or
single-word images, this model generates entire lines of offline handwriting. The model
produces variable-sized images by using style vectors to determine character widths. A
generator network is trained with GAN and autoencoder techniques to learn style, and
uses a pre-trained handwriting recognition network to induce legibility. A study using
human evaluators demonstrates that the model produces images that appear to be written
by a human. After training, the encoder network can extract a style vector from an image,
allowing images in a similar style to be generated, but with arbitrary text.

1 Introduction
In this work, we generate images of lines of handwriting, conditioned on the desired text
and a latent style vector. Handwriting is an expressive and unique form of communication
that is often considered more intimate than typed text. Generating images that mimic an
author’s style would allow people to generate their own handwriting from typed text. While
a convenience for many, this is particularly valuable to those with physical disabilities that
hinder or prevent them from writing. Our results achieve human plausibility and begin to
approximate the style of example handwriting images, as seen in Fig. 1.
Handwritten image generation can also provide additional data to train more accurate
general handwriting recognition models [2]. Generating a large number of images in the
© 2020. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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Figure 1: Examples of our model mimicking two authors’ style. Top: original authors’
writing. Middle: reconstructions using our model. Bottom: novel text using the same style.
style of each user of an application (e.g., scanner) could allow us to train personalized singleauthor recognition models. Personalized models tend to be more accurate for their target
author’s writing than a general recognition model.
Several previous approaches have framed handwriting generation as stroke prediction [8,
27, 29], i.e., modeling how a pen moves on paper. Training these methods often requires
online handwriting data, captured by writing on a digital device. Without post-processing,
such methods do not model ink textures that result from writing on physical media. In contrast, our method uses widely available offline handwriting data, i.e., images of the physical
media. We frame handwriting generation as conditional image generation, directly learning
from and predicting pixels [2, 6, 19].
Our approach achieves realism by combining Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [7]
and autoencoder methods [23] with an auxiliary loss to achieve legibility [2]. Our encoder
can map an example image into a latent style space, and then the model can produce images
in a similar style, either reconstructing the original or using arbitrary text.
The width of an image of real handwriting depends on the text and writing style. Instead
of fixing our model’s output size or heuristically determining the output width from the input
text, we use a deep network to predict the horizontal layout of the characters. Our model
achieves state-of-the-art visual quality for offline handwriting generation and, unlike prior
methods [2, 19], generates entire lines of handwriting conditioned on arbitrarily long text.
It is challenging to train a network using many (sometimes competing) loss functions
that yield gradients that differ in size by orders of magnitude. To overcome this, we propose
an improvement upon the gradient balancing technique of [2].
There are potential ethical concerns due to nefarious uses of this technology, e.g., lowskill convincing forgery. However, we believe this concern is minor as the method is not
targeted at imitating signatures and can only produce digital images, not physical documents.
Our primary contributions are: (1) a method combining GANs and autoencoders to train
a handwriting generator on offline handwriting images to produce realistic handwritten images that mimic example image styles; (2) a model that generates variable-length handwritten
line images from arbitrary length text and style; and (3) improved multi-loss training through
gradient balancing, allowing disparate losses to be used together more easily. Our code is
available at https://github.com/herobd/handwriting_line_generation.

2 Prior Work
Conditional image generation methods take as input a description of the desired output
image. Descriptions used in prior work include semantic layout masks [3, 14, 30, 32],
sketches [4, 14, 32], image and desired attribute [5], image classes [28], key-words [18]
and natural language descriptions [35, 36]. Many recent image generation approaches employ GANs [7], where the generator produces samples to fool a discriminator that attempts
to classify images as real or generated. In our work, we employ a GAN and condition the
output on both a target text and a latent style vector.
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Recent GANs model the content and style of an image. StyleGAN [20] and the improved StyleGAN2 [21] learn a mapping from random noise vectors to style vectors that influence style by controlling the mean and magnitude of the generator network feature maps
via AdaIN layers. MUNIT [13] translates images from one domain to another by learning
autoencoders that encode the input image as separate, latent content and style vectors. FUNIT [24] builds on MUNIT to allow the target class to be unseen during training and instead
be specified by a handful of images at test time. We similarly employ an autoencoder that
reconstructs images from style and content, but our encoder only needs to extract the style
vector. In contrast to both these methods, our content description is a variable-length text
string instead of a fixed-sized latent vector, and we produce variable-width images based on
the combination of the style vector and content.
Graves’s well-known online handwriting generation LSTMs [8] predict future stroke
points from previous stroke points and an input text. In contrast, we directly generate an image of offline handwriting that includes realistic ink textures. The authors of [1] use RNNs to
perform online generation and explicitly model content and style separately. In [15], a GAN
framework is used to train the generator of [8].
Alonso et al. [2] proposed an offline handwriting generator for isolated, fixed-size word
images. It is trained using offline handwriting images. Their generator conditions on a fixedsize RNN-learned text embedding and random style vector. They train the generator in GAN
fashion produce word images that fool a discriminator, but also include a loss to encourage
legible text according to a jointly-trained handwriting recognition model. Specifically, the
generator is updated to minimize the CTC loss [10] between the output of the recognition
model and the input text. We similarly employ a recognition model to improve legibility, but
we instead use a pre-trained feedforward network. In contrast, we produce higher quality
handwritten line images from arbitrarily long text (instead of just words), and we can extract
styles from existing images to generate similarly styled images.
Contemporary work [19] improves upon [2] by extracting style from a set of 15 word
images from a single author. Generated images are fed to a writer classifier, and to learn
writer styles, the generator is updated to fool this classifier. The generated word images are
realistic, but don’t recreate style perfectly. Recently, ScrabbleGAN [6] improved upon [2]
by making the generated image width proportional to the input text length. In contrast, our
model learns the output width based on the provided style and the input text.

3 Method
We view the handwriting generation process as having three inputs: content, style, and noise.
Content is the desired text. Style is the unique way a writer forms characters using a particular physical medium and writing instrument. Noise is the natural variation of individual
handwriting, even when writing the same content in the same style.
We train our model with GAN, reconstruction, perceptual, and text recognition losses.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of our training process, including six networks: (1) a generator
network G to produce images from spaced text, a style vector, and noise. (2) a style extractor
network S, that produces a style vector from an image and the recognition predictions; (3) a
spacing network C, which predicts the horizontal text spacing based on the style vector;
(4) a patch-based convolutional discriminator D; (5) a pretrained handwriting recognition
network R to encourage image legibility and correct content; and (6) a pretrained encoder E,
to compute a perceptual loss.
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. To generate an image, we take input text and style vector
y. Text is spaced by spacer C using y. This spaced text and y are passed to the generator G.
We use both fully GAN training steps (top) and autoencoder based training steps (bottom).
During training the model learns to mimic style as S and G act as an encoder and decoder
in an autoencoder, with E helping supply the reconstruction loss. G requires the input text to
have spacing information (spaced text), which is extracted from the target image using R and
the ground truth text (Sec. 3.3). G and D act as a GAN, supplying the model an adversarial
loss for realism. R allows a handwriting recognition loss to supervise the legibility of generated images. Sampling a style vector and predicting spaced text using C allows the model
produce novel images. C is supervised using styles predicted by S (not pictured in Fig 2).
We now present details for each part of our model and its training. Full architectural
diagrams for G, S, C, D, E, and R are provided in Supplementary Material (S.5).

3.1

Generator G and Discriminator D

G is based on StyleGAN [20] but differs in architecture and receives the 1D spaced text as
input with the style vector concatenated at each spatial position. Spaced text (Sec. 3.3) is a
one-hot encoding of the target text with additional blank characters and repeated characters,
which encode the spacing information. This informs horizontal character placement and was
key to training the model successfully. The network blocks consist of a convolutional layer,
additive noise, ReLU activation, and AdaIN [20], which uses the style vector to determine
feature map statistics. To increase resolution, we use nearest-neighbor upsampling followed
by a convolution and blurring operation. Most upsampling is in only the vertical dimension
because the spaced text input is already wide.
Our discriminator D must be able handle variable sized inputs, so it is a fully convolutional, multi-resolution patch-based discriminator that we train with a hinge loss.

3.2

Style Extractor S

S inputs the image and the output of R on the image to produce a style vector (Fig 3). First,
it uses a convolutional network to extract a 1D (horizontal) sequence of features. Then the
recognition result (Fig. 4) is used to roughly localize each recognized character in the feature
sequence. For each predicted character, we crop the feature sequence with a window size of
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Figure 3: Style Extractor S architecture with characterspecific heads to process feature windows from detected
character locations.

Figure 4:
Example output of R (lighter is higher
prob.) and corresponding
spaced text.

5 (roughly 40 pixels, an area slightly larger than most characters in the IAM dataset) centered on the character and then pass each window through character-specific layers to extract
character features. Features from all instances of all characters are averaged, weighted by
R’s predicted confidence for each instance, giving a final character feature vector.
To obtain global style features, we pass the entire feature sequence through 1D convolutional layers and perform global average pooling. This is appended to the character feature
vector, from which fully connected layers predict the final style vector of dimension 128.

3.3

Spaced Text and Spacing Network C

We found spaced text essential for training with a reconstruction loss. Without it, G has
difficulty achieving horizontal alignment with the input image and fails to train. Spaced text
can be derived for a particular image from the output of R or predicted directly by C for a
novel style.
Width and spacing are encoded using repeated characters and blank symbols <b> (Fig. 4).
Dataset spaced text is obtained by taking the predicted character at each horizontal position
from the output of R on a dataset image (Fig. 4), keeping blanks and repeated characters
(artifacts typically removed when decoding the output of a CTC trained model). We correct
recognition errors in the dataset spaced text using the ground truth text.
C is a 1D convolutional network that consumes one-hot encoded target text with the style
vector concatenated to each position. For each character ci , C predicts how many blanks
precedes ci and how many times ci is repeated in the spaced text. Multiple blanks are then
appended to the output. C is trained to imitate the dataset spaced text using a MSE loss.

3.4

Handwriting Recognition Network R

R is a pretrained handwriting recognition network that encourages generated images to (legibly) contain the specified text by applying the CTC loss [10]. R’s weights are frozen so the
gradient merely flows through R to supervise G.
While state-of-the-art handwriting recognition methods [9, 31, 34] use CNN-RNNs, we
obtained better results with R as a fully convolutional network based on [34]. RNNs have
arbitrarily large context windows and may predict characters based on linguistic context
instead of visual character shapes. In contrast, R only uses local visual features for character
predictions and therefore provides better feedback for generating characters.
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R is pretrained with CTC loss and warp grid data augmentation [33], which results in
overall better generated images, but training the model on warped images causes some artifacts in the absence of the reconstruction loss (e.g., the first ablated model in Fig. 9).

3.5

Encoder Network E

E provides features for our perceptual loss [17]. Traditional methods for computing perceptual loss use features from pretrained image classification networks [16]. However, images
of handwriting are different from natural images, so we choose a different approach. E is
a fully convolutional network that collapses the image to a one-dimensional feature series
capturing visual and semantic features. E is trained both as an autoencoder with a decoder
and L1 reconstruction loss, and as a handwriting recognizing network with CTC loss.

3.6

Training/Losses

Our generation has three objectives: legible handwriting matching the target text, realistic
handwriting that appears to be a human’s, and handwriting style that mimics an example
image. Each of these is achieved primarily through the respective losses: CTC loss backpropagating through R, adversarial loss, and reconstruction losses (pixel and perceptual).
Additionally, MSE is used to train the spacing network C, and hinge loss is used to train D.
When using multiple loss terms, balancing them is crucial. We do so by improving the
gradient-balancing method of [2]. Without balancing, training failed due to exploding gradients or failed to converge. Stable hyper-parameters possibly exist, but gradient balancing
easily solved the problem. We balance gradients from CTC, adversarial, and reconstruction
losses. The two reconstruction losses have equal weight and are summed.
In [2] the CTC loss gradient is normalized to have the same mean and standard deviation
as the adversarial loss gradient. However, this does not preserve the sign of the CTC gradient,
so we instead normalize the gradients to have the same mean magnitude (per layer). This
additionally allows balancing multiple gradients. Totally equal contributions may not be
desirable and can be adjusted by multiplicative weights on each gradient after normalization.
We always use the gradient magnitude of the reconstruction loss for gradient normalization.
To reduce memory requirements, some training steps store only gradients (for later balancing) and others update the parameters. Our curriculum uses the following steps:
1. Spacing: This is skipped on every other round through the curriculum. A style is
extracted from two dataset images by the same author and C predicts the spacing. The
MSE loss between the prediction and dataset spaced text updates both C and S.
2. Discriminator: To update D we sample novel styles by interpolating/extrapolating
styles sampled from a running window history of the 100 most recently extracted
styles (during Spacing or Autoencoder steps). Extrapolation is kept within 0.5 of the
distance between the two styles and is sampled uniformly from that range.
3. GAN-only: This follows standard GAN training while including the handwriting
recognition supervision. It does not update the model but saves the gradient information. It samples styles like the Discriminator step. See top of Fig. 2.
4. Autoencoder: Pairs of images by the same author are concatenated width-wise, and
a single style vector is extracted for both of them. Then each image is individually
reconstructed using that style. We compute the reconstruction, adversarial and handwriting recognition losses with the reconstructed images. The gradients from this step
and the GAN-only step are balanced. Both S and G are updated. See bottom of Fig. 2.
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We now define the loss functions used in training our model and formalize the gradient
balancing. Let I be a dataset image, tI its corresponding text, and cI its corresponding dataset
spaced text. Let I ′ be the concatenation of I and another image by the same author. Let ys be
a sampled style, obtained by sampling two stored style vectors from the running window history and interpolating/extrapolating a point on the line between them. Let ts be text sampled
from a text corpus. MSE and L1 are mean squared error and L1 loss. CTC is connectionist
temporal classification loss [10]. S, G, R, E,C, and D are the networks described in Sec. 3.
Spacing network loss lc = MSE(C(tI , S(I ′ )), cI )

(1)

Discriminator loss ld = max(1 − D(I), 0) + max(1 + D(G(C(ts , ys ), ys )), 0)

(2)

Generated image adversarial loss ladv,g = −D(G(C(ts , ys ), ys ))
(3)
Generated image recognition loss lrec,g = CTC(R(G(C(ts , ys ), ys ),ts ) (4)
Reconstructed image adversarial loss ladv,r = −D(G(cI , S(I ′ )))

(5)
′

Reconstructed image recognition loss lrec,r = CTC(R(G(cI , S(I )),tI ))
Combined reconstruction loss lauto,r = L1(G(cI , S(I ′ )), I) + L1(E(G(cI , S(I ′ ))), E(I))

(6)
(7)

∇lc is used to updated C and S, and ∇ld is used to update D. The remaining gradients
are balanced. Let mi∇lx be the mean absolute gradient of loss lx for layer i in the model. The
gradient of each loss lx ∈ {ladv,g , lrec,g , ladv,r , lrec,r } is normalized by multiplying each layer i’s
gradient by mi∇lauto,r /mi∇lx . After normalization, the weighted sum ∇lauto,r + 0.5(∇ladv,g ) +
0.6(∇lrec,g ) + 0.4(∇ladv,r ) + 0.75(∇lrec,r ) is used to updated G and S. The weights were
chosen heuristically to emphasize the parts we found the model struggled with.
We use a batch size of four, being two pairs of images by the same author for Autoencoder and Spacing steps. We train our model for 175,000 steps of the curriculum. The
stopping point was based on subjective evaluation of the validation set. We use two Adam
optimizers in training; one for the discriminator, and one for the rest of the model (except the
pretrained R and E). Both optimizers use a learning rate of 0.0002 and betas of (0.5,0.999).

4 Experiments
We first discuss the data used. Then we compare to prior methods. We then show exploration
into our method with an ablation study (Sec. 4.1) and an examination of the style space
(Sec. 4.2). We finally discuss a user study we performed (Sec. 4.3).
We use the IAM handwriting dataset [25] and the RIMES dataset [11], which contain
segmented images of handwriting words and lines with accompanying transcriptions. We
developed our method exclusively with the IAM training (6,161 lines) and validation (1,840
lines) sets, and reserved the test sets for experiments (FID/GS scores use training images).
Note that IAM consists of many authors, but authors are disjoint across train/val/test splits.
We resize all images to a fixed height of 64 pixels, maintaining aspect ratio. We apply a
random affine slant transformation to each image in training (-45°, 45° uniform).
Fig. 5 compares our results to those from Alonso et al. [2] and ScrabbleGAN [6]. Our
results appear to have similar quality as [6]. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that [6] (left) lacks
diversity in horizontal spacing; despite the style changing, the images are always the same
length. This is due to their architectural choice to have the length dependant on content, not
style. Our method takes both content and style into consideration for spacing, leading to
variable length images for the same text. We report Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [12]
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Alonso et al. [2]
ScrabbleGAN [6]
Ours (trained on RIMES lines)
Ours (trained on RIMES lines)
Ours (trained on IAM lines)

Dataset
RIMES words
RIMES words
RIMES words
RIMES lines
IAM lines

FID
23.94
23.78
37.60
23.72
20.65

GS
8.58 × 10−4
7.60 × 10−4
1.01 × 10−1
7.19 × 10−1
4.88 × 10−2

Table 1: FID and GS scores in comparison to prior methods.

Figure 5: Comparing to prior methods on the RIMES dataset. Left: Alonso et al. [2], middle:
ScrabbleGAN [6], right: ours. Our model was trained using full lines, whereas the other two
used word images. Segmentation differences caused our model to produce smaller text.

Figure 6: Contrasting variability of image length for ScrabbleGAN [6] (left) and our method
(right) using a fixed word. ScrabbleGAN’s horizontal spacing is mostly style agnostic,
whereas the spacing in our model is style sensitive.

Figure 7: Three sets of interpolations between different styles.
and Geometry Score (GS) [22] in Table 1 using a setup similar to [6]. There exist some
intricacies to the FID and GS calculation which are included in the Supplementary Materials
(S.1).
Fig. 7 shows interpolation between three sets of two styles taken from test set images.
These images look realistic, even on the interpolated styles. Notice the model even predicts
faint background textures similar to dataset images. We note that while styles vary, it mostly
varies in terms of global style elements (e.g., slant, ink thickness); the variation rarely comes
from character shapes. Figs. 7 and 6 were generated with text not present in the training set;
We notice no difference when generating with text from the dataset compared to other text.
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Figure 8: Reconstruction results. Green is original, blue is our model’s reconstruction.

Figure 9: Ablation study. Red images generated using randomly sampled styles. Blue images
are attempting to reconstruct the bottom (green) images.
Fig. 8 shows reconstruction results of our model. The model mimics aspects of global style,
but often fails to copy character shape styles (e.g., whether the author loops the letter ‘l’).
Additional results are provided as Supplementary Material (S.3).

4.1

Ablation Study

We conducted an ablation study (see Fig. 9) by removing several key components of our
model: the adversarial loss, the handwriting recognition loss, the autoencoding reconstruction losses, and the character specific heads in the style extractor. Without the reconstruction
loss, the model still generates plausible images and has variety. However, the character
shapes are not as well formed. Without the adversarial loss, the model produces blurry results. Curiously, the model produces legible images without the handwriting recognition
loss, but with decreased realism. The reconstruction loss is likely responsible for legibility,
but we are unsure why realism would suffer. Without the character specific components of
S the model loses some ability to mimic styles. The pixel reconstruction loss only slightly
improves image quality, and without the perceptual loss, the model was unable to converge.
We also were unable produce good results without using spaced text. We attempted
a model without reconstruction and used 1D convolutions to allow the model to learn the
spacing on its own. It failed to produce legible results. We attempted to train our model with
the gradient balancing of [2], however the model failed to train. Earlier versions of our model
successfully trained with that gradient balancing, but with decreased quality. Additional
ablation results can be seen in the Supplementary Materials (S.4)

4.2

Latent Style Space

We are able to show evidence that S extracts styles meaningful at the author level. In Fig. 10
we show a UMAP [26] projection of style vectors extracted from the test set images. Styles
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Actually:
Human
Generated
Poorly
generated
Figure 10: UMAP projection of the styles extracted from the test set images. Shape and
color indicate author. Most styles from the
same author cluster together, even though the
model was not explicitly trained to do this.

Guessed:
Human
34.2%
31.9%

Guessed:
Computer
15.8%
18.0%

10.5%

89.5%

Table 2: Top two rows are a confusion matrix of the human study results. Bottom row
shows results on deliberately poor generated
images as a measure of participant attention.

extracted from the same author tend to be near each other. There is no specific loss to
encourage this behavior; this clustering is learned as the model learns to reconstruct images.
Taking the L2 distances between style vectors, the mean distance between styles taken from
the same author is 0.916 with a standard deviation of 0.658, and the mean distance between
styles taken from different authors is 2.264 with a standard deviation of 1.367.

4.3

Human Evaluation

We evaluated the realism of our generated images using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants viewed a single image at a time and were asked if the image was written by a human
or a computer. Real images were sampled from the test set. Generated images used the
same text. Styles were interpolated between styles extracted from the test set. After control measures to ensure participant reliability (described in supplementary material), 14,875
responses contributed to the final evaluation. Overall, the participants had an accuracy of
52.2% at determining whether an image was human or computer generated, indicating that
our generated images are generally convincing. A confusion matrix of the results is presented
in Table 2; there is a strong bias towards predicting the images to be human generated.
We also included deliberately poorly generated images for which we expected close to
100% accuracy for attentive participants. Our participants had 89.5% accuracy on these
poorly generated images, indicating that the lack of distinguishability between real and generated images was not simply due to inattention. While our generated images fooled most
participants, we note that the best performing participants (top 10%) had an average accuracy
of 84.9%, indicating a wide range of participant performance. See Supplementary Materials
(S.2) for details about this experiment.

5 Conclusion
We have presented a system capable of directly generating the pixels of a handwriting image
of arbitrary length. Our generation is conditioned both on text and style and relies on an
spacing network to predict the space needed between text, enabling the generation of arbitrary length images. Our model is capable of extracting a style from example images and
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then generating handwriting in that style, but with arbitrary text. Our method does well at
capturing the variations of global style in handwriting, such as slant and size.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion

At the conclusion of this dissertation we still see form understanding as an unsolved
problem. However, in the past few years important research has been steadily pushing form
understanding forward, including what is presented in this dissertation. Particularly, Dessurt
is an end-to-end model that can directly parse a form image into a JSON representation.
The work with purely visual form understanding models like FUDGE [4]) demonstrated
that vision was important to form understanding. But the LayoutLM family of models
[2, 8, 13, 15, 16] showed that strong language modeling was also very important. FUDGE
required lots of bounding box annotations, which weren’t the final goal of the system. Dessurt
is a vision-first model that also receives language modeling pre-training. It requires only text
as training data and no extra annotations.
In my opinion, the community will begin investing more into end-to-end models like
Dessurt and Donut [12], and we will see them be quite successful on data where recognition is
difficult. The two-stage LayoutLM-like models will likely still dominate many of the currently
popular document benchmarks, but end-to-end models will see more deployment in smaller
projects due to their far more simple, streamlined nature.
With these general architectures advancing, specialized architectures (like FUDGE),
probably won’t be useful, as the amount of prior knowledge that can be packed into a
pre-trained general model overshadows the architectural biases of a specialized model.
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7.1

The Future of End-to-end Document Models

There are several future advancements that I think will be important to the success of future
end-to-end document understanding models. I believe these models will deliver the best
results for form understanding in the long run.
7.1.1

The right architecture

I think Dessurt (Chapter 5) may be a better architecture than Donut [12] owing to the
cross-attention from the query (task description) and the image. However, it has many flaws
and I think better end-to-end architectures will be discovered.
It may be beneficial for an end-to-end model to use the results of an external OCR
model, as well its own recognition when there are errors in the external OCR results. The
architecture of Dessurt was originally intended to do this, with the OCR results being included
as text input like the query. However, this is very memory intensive as there is roughly a
token for each word on the document, and they have cross-attention to the visual tokens.
Additionally, one must be careful that such a model is trained to use the external OCR and
perform recognition itself.
An end-to-end model must process large images to be able to read text legibly, which
leads to a large number of visual tokens (this could be an argument as to why a two-stage
approach is better). However, not all parts of the image are important. This is particularly
true for a question-answering task, as the answer is likely derived from a fairly small region
of the entire document. A model like a Perceiver [9] uses a small set of latent tokens, which
attend to a larger input. It is possible an architecture like this may be able to help the model
be more memory efficient.
7.1.2

The right pre-training

The pre-training of Dessurt was intended to be very thorough, capturing documents, general
language, and handwriting. There were a large array of different tasks that attempted to
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teach the model specific skills I thought it might need. In contrast, Donut was pre-trained
with a single task: parsing documents. While I feel Dessurt performs better than Donut
(Dessurt is better at the more difficult task DocVQA), it doesn’t have the edge I thought
a more thorough pre-training routine would give it. It may be Dessurt is trying to do too
many different tasks, and its capabilities are spread too thin. It may have been better to
simplify the pre-training to a couple of key tasks that capture what needed to be learned.
However, this is all open research and it may be that both Donut and Dessurt are
both far from the right pre-training routine.
Dessurt also hasn’t been pre-trained as long as it could be.
7.1.3

The right data

The data used for pre-training is as important as the tasks. By my estimation, the IIT-CDIP
dataset is not the only data a model should be trained on (especially given the amount of
OCR errors that Dessurt saw during training). Donut demonstrated that much could be done
with purely synthetic data from SynthDoG, their synthesis approach. SynthDoG has a more
visually rich augmentation than is used with Dessurt (SynthDoG images looked more like
camera captured documents), but I feel better results will come from a more structure-focused
document synthesis approach, combined with the rich visual noise of SynthDoG, the font and
handwriting variation used by Dessurt, and more grounded language data used by Dessurt.
7.1.4

Better autoregressive transformers

Dessurt frequently fell into the common autoregressive transformer pitfall of repeating text.
It is likely advancements to autoregressive transformers, and transformers in general, will
also yield benefit for Dessurt and other similar architectures.
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7.2

In Summary

This dissertation describes the problem of form understanding and research focused on
addressing it from a visual perspective. The NAF dataset [3] is a key form-understanding
dataset that forces text recognition to be part of the problem. All prior form-understanding
methods are not equipped to deal with its data. In contrast, all the methods presented in
this dissertation are capable of operating on the NAF dataset. Some methods (Chapters 2
and 3) solve entity detection and linking with approaches that operate in a purely visual way,
without reading the text on a page. These performed surprisingly well on entity linking in
comparison to large pre-trained transformers. However, they would be reliant on an external
recognition approach to complete the information extraction or form parsing.
Chapter 5 introduced a new end-to-end architecture for document understanding:
Dessurt. While Dessurt was developed with form parsing in mind, addressing the strengths
and weaknesses of FUDGE and the LayoutLM family, it is a very versatile architecture and
is demonstrated to work well on a large array of document tasks. Dessurt is unique as an
end-to-end architecture as it is able to train recognition on whatever dataset or task it is
fine-tuned on. This allows Dessurt to train form parsing on the NAF dataset without having
to rely on an external recognition model (which didn’t exist for the NAF dataset). Dessurt
can also perform form parsing, converting an image into a JSON representing the structured
data.
While Dessurt still does not solve the problem of form understanding completely, I
believe it lays the groundwork for an effective solution in the future.
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Appendix A
Dessurt Supplementary Materials
This Appendix contains Supplementary Materials for End-to-end Document Recognition and
Understanding with Dessurt (Chapter 5). It includes fine-grained details about the model
architecture, the data used to train it, the GAnTED metric, and training.
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Supplementary Materials for
End-to-end Document Recognition and
Understanding with Dessurt
Brian Davis1 , Bryan Morse1 , Bryan Price2 , Chris Tensmeyer2 , Curtis
Wigington2 , and Vlad Morariu2
1
2

Brigham Young University, Provo UT, USA {briandavis,morse}@byu.edu
Adobe Research, USA {bprice,tensmeye,wigingto,morariu}@adobe.com

In these Supplementary Materials we provide details on the model, training,
and evaluation of Dessurt. There also additional examples of the synthetic data.
The contents are as follows:
1. Model Details: Specific details on the Dessurt architecture
2. Pre-training Procedure
2.1. IIT-CDIP Dataset: Details on our OCR process and all tasks used in
pre-training
2.2. Synthetic Wikipedia: Details on the paragraph generation and the font
database
2.3. Synthetic Handwriting: Details on handwiting generation
2.4. Synthetic Forms: Details on GPT-2 generation, form generation (layout),
JSON parse format, amd pre-training tasks
2.5. Selection of “Easy” Fonts for Distillation
2.6. Pre-training Curriculum Details
3. Data Augmentation
4. GAnTED: A full description of the modified nTED metric we introduce
5. Experiment Details: Additional details for each evaluated task

1

Model Details

The down-sampling/tokenization CNN used by Dessurt was inspired by the CNN
component of a CNN-LSTM [15]. We originally pre-trained the CNN as part of
a line recognition OCR model, but found that this did not improve training (it
could learn just as well from scratch with small images). The CNN down-samples
the input image by a factor of 8, meaning the input visual tokens of Dessurt are
144 × 96 = 13,824 total. This CNN has 7 convolution layers detailed in Figure 1.
We found having an aggressive down-sampling on the computationally light CNN
(as opposed to Swin layers) was vital for being able to fit our model in memory
when running on large images.
Dessurt has 8 full cross attention layers layers and 2 more which only update
the textual tokens (using the last visual tokens). We down-sample the visual
tokens (as Swin [10] does) after the first 4 layers. The initial width of the visual
tokens is 128 and the becomes 256 after the down-sampling. We note this is quite
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the visual encoder. Each convolution layer (orange, yellow,
red) except the last is followed by Group Norm [16], dropout, and ReLU. The last
convolution is followed by Layer Norm. All yellow convolution layers have 3x3 kernels

small and was necessary due to the large image size we process. The width of
the textual tokens is 768. The reverse-bottleneck of the fully connected layers for
the textual tokens goes up to 3072. The model processes a maximum of 20 query
tokens and 800 response tokens. The response must be long for form parsing,
where the entire document is predicted.
Swin [10] doesn’t use 2D position embedding, but instead relies on relative
position attention bias. We include 2D spatial embedding because the textual
tokens are attending to the visual tokens and may need location information.

2

Pre-training Procedure

2.1

IIT-CDIP Dataset

There isn’t a standard OCR for the IIT-CDIP [7] used by researchers and it
hasn’t been investigated what impact this might make in pre-training.. We processed the dataset using Tesseract3 , an open source OCR engine. Tesseract makes
many errors and doesn’t capture the layout of the documents very well. We perform some post processing including rotating the image upright and attempting
to extract the block or paragraph structure by doing layout analysis using Publaynet [17] and PrimaNet [1] models available on LayoutParser [12]. We will
make try to make our OCR results available for other researcher as the dataset
is quite large and this is a very long process.
To check rotation, we examine the average confidence score Cmean returned
by Tesseract as well as the average width-to-height ratio for the returned word
widthi
boxes height
= Ri . If Cmean > 80 and Rmean > 1 we assume the rotation
i
is correct. If not we then run Tesseract on 90◦ , 270◦ , and 180◦ rotations of
the image. If any passes the before-mentioned threshold, we accept it as the
correct rotation. If none do, we compare the product score Cmean Rmean of the
3

https://github.com/tesseract-ocr/tesseract
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four rotations and accept the one with the largest product score above 55. If
none have a product score above 55, the image is removed from the dataset.
This removes images without words and images Tesseract particularly struggled
with. When we accept a rotation, we not only use that OCR result, but also use
that rotated image in the dataset.
We discard Tesseracts block and paragraph groupings. We then run both the
Publaynet and PrimaNet models on the image and append the returned bounding boxes. We remove “super” layout boxes that are superfilous by removing any
bounding box covering more than 90% of the text boxes when most text lines
overlap with multiple layout bounding boxes. We then go though each text line
and assign it to a layout bounding box based on how many lines also overlap with
that bounding box and how full the layout bounding box is with text lines. We
then collapse the layout bounding boxes to the text lines assigned to them. We
then find highly overlapping layout bounding boxes and merge them together.
These remaining layout bounding boxes, and any text lines which were not assigned a layout bounding box, are the final blocks used as our layout annotations
for the IIT-CDIP data.
Because some tasks are reliant on the block or paragraph structure of a
document, and sometimes the extracted block structure is poor, we look at
the area of each block covered by its words to heuristically decide if the block
structure was accurately extracted or not. For each block we compute height to
width ratio (tall is good as it probably has multiple lines) and how much of the
block is covered by its text lines (more is better as its dense text). These get
averaged, with each block getting weight equal to the number of text lines in it.
If this above a threshold, we accept the block structure as good for layout based
tasks.
If not stated otherwise, the model is supervised to predict a pixel mask for
whatever text it reads (outputs). Wherever text is removed from the document
image, has a -1 on the input mask (also called highlight mask).
We now list all the tasks for pre-training with the IIT-CDIP dataset, and
their frequency. One can note in the provided Figures many errors resulting
from our OCR and layout analysis steps. Tasks with “*” require good block
annotation.
– 66.1% Text Infilling (Fig. 2): This is a MLM task inspired by the text infilling
used to train BART [8]; however instead of replacing the removed text with
a blank token, we delete them from the image, replacing them with white.
The area is marked so the model knows something was removed and the
entire text block is highlighted. The model then must predict the text of the
entire block, filling in the blanked regions. This is easier than the infilling
task used by BART for two reasons: (1) the length of what should be filled
in can be approximated by the physical blank-space, and (2) we do not allow
a blank area of 0 tokens (inserted blank token).
– 16.5% Word Infilling (Fig. 3): This is a potentially more difficult MLM task.
A single word in the document is removed and the model must predict that
word. In the above task the model is forced to place the text in context by
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generating the entire block. For this task it predicts the word in isolation,
and thus must capture language context in its hidden states somewhere.
4.1% Place Word (Fig. 4): A different flavor of MLM. Several words, of
roughly the same length, are removed from the document image. The query
contains one of the removed words. The model must predict a pixel mask at
the location(s) the given word occurs.
4.1% Highlight Block* (Figs. 5 and 6): The query contains a small snippet of
text (and randomly the text is highlighted in the input) and the model must
predict a pixel mask covering all the words in the block the text belongs to.
This is intended to teach document layout.
3.7% Read On* (Figs. 7 and 8): The query contains a short text snippet
(and randomly the text is highlighted in the input) and the model is to read
starting after that text, following newlines, until the end of the block. This
teaches text recognition from both a finding and reading standpoint.
2.1% Get Blanked (Fig. 9): The query has a snippet of text, but one word
is replaced by a blank token. The model must read the word that fits in the
blank token. It randomly has the text snippet highlighted or not.
2.1% Re-read Replaced (Fig. 10): The model is given a snippet of text, but
one word is replaced by a random word of the same length. The model then
must read the text using the correct word. It randomly has the text snippet
highlighted or not.
0.4% Highlight Text (Fig. 11): The query has a snippet of text and the model
predicts a mask for it.
0.4% Read Highlight (Fig. 12): A text line is highlighted for the model to
read.
0.2% Read Line Above: The query has a snippet of text and the model must
read the text line above it.
0.2% Read Line Below: The query has a snippet of text and the model must
read the text line below it.

Fig. 2. Example Text Infilling task: Magenta is highlight, turquoise is deleted text.
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Fig. 3. Example Word Infilling task: Turquoise is deleted word.

Fig. 4. Example Place Word task: Turquoise is deleted words, green is GT output
mask.

Fig. 5. Example Highlight Block task: Yellow is GT output mask.
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Fig. 6. Example Highlight Block task (with input highlight): Red is highlight input,
Yellow is GT output mask. Notice this has a block segmentation error.

Fig. 7. Example Read On task: Yellow is GT output mask.

Fig. 8. Example Read On task (with input highlight): Magenta is highlight input,
Yellow is GT output mask.

Fig. 9. Example Get Blanked task: “∅” is blank character. Magenta and red are highlight input. Red is GT output mask.
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Fig. 10. Example Re-read Replaced task: Yellow is GT output mask.

Fig. 11. Example Highlight task: Yellow is GT output mask.

Fig. 12. Example Read Highlight Text task: Magenta and red are highlight input. Red
is GT output mask.
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Fig. 13. Examples of synthetic Wikipedia documents
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2.2

Synthetic Wikipedia

We first detail the paragraph generation method used in creating the synthetic
documents. We then discuss the collected font database in more detail. We also
include additional synthetic document examples in Fig. 13.
Details on paragraph generation The document begins as a blank image
the same size as our model input.
The column width is sampled in the range of the whole image width to
1/5 of the image. The text height is from the range of 8 to 32 pixels. We note
that at 8 pixels, many fonts are illegible. When rendering text, we estimate the
maximum height of that font by generating a placeholder string with ascenders
and descenders, and the scale to resize this placeholder string to the selected
text height is the scale used to resize the actually rendered text. We predict
spacing based on an approximated Em at 1.6 times the text height4 , and then
the minimum and maximum (horizontal) space as 0.2 to 0.5 times the Em5 . The
newline spacing is sampled between 1 pixel and the text height.
Each word is generated individually and then they are arranged in paragraph
form, placing words in a line until the column width is reached and then wrapping onto a new line. There three different paragraph formats selected with the
following probabilities: indented 80%, no indent 18%, inverse indent 2%. On an
intended paragraph format we select and indent length from 0.3 to 6.0 times the
Em and each first line of a paragraph is indented accordingly. For no indent, extra space is added at a newline, randomly from 0 to the selected newline height,
whenever a new paragraph is starting. For inverse indent, all lines except the
first are indented. When starting a newline, we randomly add a perturbation
indent, from 0 to the horizontal space width, to add noise to the process.
If the height of the rendered article exceeds the image height, we increase the
column width (and resample the horizontal, newline, and indent spacing) and
replace the words.
Articles are repeatedly added to the image until one cannot be placed.
Font database The 10,566 fonts we scrape from 1001fonts.com are not curated
and so some fonts are not actual text fonts (Wingdings-like). Many don’t include
numbers and/or punctuation and some have only upper case letters (the BART
tokenization [8] we use is case sensitive). We test fonts to automatically determine some these features and take them into account when rendering. When we
randomly select a font, if the selected font does not have numbers another font
with numbers is select and is used whenever a word has a number. If the selected
font has only uppercase, all GT text is converted to be uppercase.
There are a wide variety of fonts, including handwritten and stylized fonts,
but we did not track metadata when scraping, so we don’t metrics on the
4
5

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Em (typography)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/typography/develop/character-designstandards/whitespace
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database’s distribution. However, we do render 949 fonts in Fig. 14 as a qualitative sample. Some of the fonts are variants of others (bold or italicized).
All the code for scraping and pre-processing the fonts will be included in our
released code.
2.3

Synthetic Handwriting

The full line handwriting synthesis method we use [4] to generate handwriting
does not use a random style vector as input, but rather a distribution from the
ones extracted from the data. We interpolate styles extracted from the IAM
training set, the “Random” option in the generation script provided by the
authors of [4].
We note there are more realistic handwriting generation works more recently
developed, but [4] is the only one to generate full lines and has a convenient
script in its released code for generating a dataset like this.
For the full page recognition task, in training half of the instances have the
handwriting lines highlighted.
Additional examples of documents with synthetic handwriting can be seen
in Figure 15.
2.4

Synthetic Forms

Here we include the details of the generation of label-value sets with GPT-2, and
how they are rendered into documents. We also include additional examples of
generated images and their parse JSON in Figs. 16 and 17.
GPT-2 generation details The typical process for generating text with an
autoregressive model is to intialize the text generation with a prompt. In our
case we use both a text prompt and a “structure” prompt, which is an example
of what format the label-value pairs should be in. The text prompts used are:
– “This form is to be filled out.”
– “This form has been filled out.”
– “Form X” where X is replaced half of the time with a random letter and
the other half with a letter followed by a random integer less than 10,000
– “This form is to be filled out regarding Y .” where Y is replaced with a
random Wikipedia article title
– “This form contains information about Y .” where Y is replaced with a random Wikipedia article title
We draw from the pool of generated labels and label-value pairs for the structure part of the initialization for a generation run. These pools to not contain
duplicate entries. Because labels with numbers can have several thousand “near
duplicates” we limit the number of labels with numbers to be about 0.002 of the
pools. We initialize the label-value pool with 60 instances of “Date: X”, where
X is a random date with one of 6 formats. We initialize the label pool with:
“Name:”, “Location:”, and “Details:”
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Fig. 14. Rendering of the word “Dessurt” in 949 fonts from our database at a text
height of 16
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Fig. 15. Four rendered pages with synthetic handwriting
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Fig. 16. Examples of synthetic form documents and their JSON parse
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Fig. 17. Examples of synthetic form documents and their JSON parse. On the lower
image we see GPT-2’s degenerate repeated text.
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To generate a label-value set, we first sample a text prompt, a label-value
pair, and a label and compose them as the input for GPT-2 using Huggingface’s
interface6 . We use a temperature of 0.85 and generate three outputs. For each
output, we parse it into label-value pairs until the parsing fails (it will frequently
degenerate/stop generating a form). The parsing attempts to prevent repeated
values from being added (a frequent degeneration of autoregressive models) and
will also parse a comma separated list of values. List values are generated in
vertical/newline separated format when creating a synthetic form.
We generate 813,793 label-value sets, with over 7 million total label-value
pairs.
We note that we accidentally split URLs into label value pairs (with the label
of “http”). We filter these out in the document creation process.
Form generation details A synthetic form is generated by repeatedly adding
a label-value set or table in an empty region of the image. After each empty
region has had a failed generation, the document is complete. One empty region
is the area of the document right of the rightmost content. Whenever a table or
label-value set is added, a new empty region is created underneath it spanning
the same horizontal space. Each label-value set is generated to fit the region it
is being generated in, so this process attempts to pack the form densely.
Label-value set: There are three possible fonts selections, for the header,
labels, and values, however 30% of the time the label font will be forced to be
the same as the header font, and 50% of the time the value font will be forced
to be the same as the label. This is to make the parsing more difficult, and does
reflect a frequent scenario in the FUNSD dataset [6]. All labels and all values in
a set will be rendered with the same respective font.
In 0.5% of rendered label-value pairs, we replace all values with binary checkboxes. The are rendered with boxes, parentheses, or brackets (depending on what
the font has) and an ‘X’ or blank value.
A block width is randomly selected, but will be increased if the generation
fails to place any label-value pairs. If the placement fails at the maximum width
for the empty region, the region has a failed generation.
A uniformly random selection is made between 9 different relationship indicators which determine how the label-value pairs will be rendered in relation to
one another. These are the possible relationships:
– Colon: A colon is added to the end of the label. See Fig. 18 (a)
– Line: An underline is added beneath the value (or a blank area). Line thickness randomly selected per pair. See Fig. 18 (c)
– Colon+Line: Both of the above
– Dotted line: A dashed or dotted underline. Frequency of dotting randomly
selected.
– Colon+Dotted line: See Fig. 18 (b)
– Box: The value is put in a box. Thickness of box lines is randomly selected
per pair. See Fig. 18 (d)
6

https://huggingface.co/gpt2
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– Colon+Box
– To Right: The values will be to the right of the label with the values and
labels aligned horizontally and no other cues. See Fig. 18 (e)
– To Left: The value will be to the left of the label (instead of right), there
will be a line or box, and the values and labels will be aligned horizontally.
See Fig. 18 (f)
– Below: The label will be below the value (instead of above), with an single
line separating the value and label. See Fig. 18 (g)
The value will be randomly to the right of or below the label for a set (except
for To Right, To Left, and Below). If the values are to the right, it is randomly
choosen whether they will align horizontally (they start at the same x-position),
or not (except in To Right and To Left when it is always aligned).
When placing label-value pairs, there is a probability (which increases with
the number of pairs in the column) to start a new column (if there is room
horizontally to due so). If the column reaches the bottom of the image a new
column is started, unless there isn’t horizontal room, in which case the generation
of the label-value set ends.
If the label-value set has a header is is either placed at the top-left corner or
the top-middle of the label-value set, having a 50%/50% chance. If the header is
going to be placed at the top-left corner, it has a 50% of having the label-value
pairs begin after it’s horizontal position (instead of it being above them).
The placing of the text is done in largely the same manner as the synthetic
Wikipedia text.
Table: There is a 33% chance a header is added for the table. This is 1 to
6 random, non-stop words7 from Wikipedia. A random font and text height are
selected for the header, the row and column headers, and the cell text. A random
number of rows (range [2, 15]) and columns (range [2, 10]) are selected. For each
header, a length is selected: 81.4% one word, 18.6% two words, 6.9% three words,
2% four words. That number of non-stop words are randomly sampled from
Wikipedia and appended together to form the header. For each cell, 50% of the
time it will be a single non-stop word sampled from Wikipedia, the other 50%
will be a number with one of the following ten formats (uniformly sampled)
displayed in Table 1.
The headers and cells are then arranged in a table with some random spacing.
The row headers are always on the right of the cells and the column headers are
always above the cells. We leave 15% of cells blank. If the table exceeds the space
available, the table generation fails (this protects against a bias towards having
tables with few rows/columns).
We then draw the lines of the table. All lines have random thickness. There
is always a line separating the headers from the cells. It is randomly deterimined
to draw lines between cells and on the outside of the table. Each line is randomly
placed (not parallel) in the space availble between the table elements.
7

We use the stop words listed at https://www.ranks.nl/stopwords
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Fig. 18. Examples of label-value relationships. (a) Colon, (b) Colon+Dotted line, (c)
Line, (d) Box, (e) To Right (with header), (f) To Left, (g) Below (with header)
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Table 1. Number formats for table cells
Description
Example
Integer in range [0,100]
16
Integer in range [0,9999]
4567
Integer in range [-999,999]
-453
Percent
45%
Percent with decimal
23.45%
Decimal in range [0,100)
15.87%
Decimal in range [0,1)
0.834
Negative decimal in range (-1,0]
-0.452
Dollar amount in range [0,9999]
$2567
Dollar amount in range [0,999]
$754

Training tasks We define several tasks for these forms, however the Parse to
JSON tasks is the most important, as this is also an end task we evaluate on
the FUNSD [6] and NAF [2] datasets. We will first detail our JSON format and
then list all the tasks.
The JSON format was specifically designed to be easy for an autogressive
model to predict. The format must capture the FUNSD dataset labeling, including classes and relationships, in addition to tables which we predict differently.
In general, an instance is represented as a single JSON object:
{"entity text": "class"}
This allows the model to read the text before deciding the class, and during
training ensures the model is predicting the class for the right entity. If a header
has links to other entities, they are listed as contents, e.g.:
{"Title Text": "header", "contents":[{"Q1": "question"}, {"Q2":
"question"}]}
If an answer has links, these are handled as answers, e.g.:
{"Question text": "question", "answers":["A1", "A2"]}
We list the answers as strings instead of objects as they should have nothing
linked below them in the hierarchy and this is a more compact representation.
Tables are an object with row headers, column headers, and cells, where the
cells are a nested list in row major order, e.g.:
{"row headers":["R1", "R2"], "column headers":["C1", "C2"],
"cells":[["r1 c1", "r1 c2"], ["r2 c1", "r2 c2"]]}
We write out the elements in read order, treating a table, or a header with
all its sub-elements as a single element. The read order is determined by first
ordering the elements by verticle position. We then take the top element and find
all other elements which fall inside a horizontal range slightly above and below
it. This is intended to be elements on roughly the same horizontal line, taking
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large elements (like tables) into account (lots of things can be parallel to them).
If the current element is the left most, it is the in order, otherwise, the elements
to its left as place before it and they are evaluated with their own horizontally
parallel elements. This process makes the read out be roughly natural for how a
human might read around blocks like tables.
We note, it would be more efficient and probably more accurate to have
defined special tokens for the control characters of the JSON, but we did not do
this.
Here is the list of all tasks used in training on the form images:
– (48.2%) Parse to JSON: The document is reproduced in a special JSON
format which captures structure as well as the class of thee entities. Examples
of the JSON can be seen in Fig. 16 and 17. There are two possible queries,
one to parse the document from the beginning, the other includes some
portion of the JSON in the query and the model must parse starting from
that point of the JSON (similar to the Read On task). This is neccesary
as many forms have a JSON longer than the model’s longest output (800
tokens)
– (4.02%) Link All: The query contains a form entity either by text, highlight,
or both, and the model is to predict the class of the entity and read the text
of all entities it is linked to.
– (4.02%) Link Down: Same as the above task, but only read text of linked
entities down the hierarchy
– (4.02%) Link Above: Same as the above tasks, but only read text of linked
entities up the hierarchy
– (4.42%) Cell: The query contains the texts of a row and a column header
and the model must read the corresponding cell
– (4.42%) Row Header: The query contains a cell’s text and the model must
read the row header
– (4.42%) Column Header: Same as the above task by reading the column
header
– (4.42%) All Row Cells: The query contains text for a row header and the
model must read all the cells in the row.
– (4.42%) All Column Cells: Same as above for column
– (4.42%) All Row Headers: The query contains a number i and the model
must read the row headers for the ith table in the document
– (4.42%) All Column Headers: Same as above for columns
– (3.61%) Count Tables: The model must return the number of tables and
predict a mask covering them.
– (4.42%) Highlight Table: The query contains a number i and the model must
predict a mask for the ith table
– (0.402%) Not Present: One of the above tasks with a specific query is given,
but the entity in the query isn’t on the document. The model must respond
with a not-present token
– (0.402%) Read On: The query as some text and the model must read on
from that text to the end of the entity it belongs to
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Selection of “Easy” Fonts for Distillation

We score each font by rendering the following strings in the font: “abcdefg”, “hijklmn”, “opqrst”, “uvwxyz”, “12345”, “67890”, “ABCDEFG”, “HIJKLMN”,
“OPQRST”, “UVWXYZ” We then run Tesseract over on these images and
compute the edit-distance between the Tesseract output and the image’s source
string. The sum of these edit-distances become the score for that font. All fonts
with a score less than 21 are used as our “easy” fonts. This may seem like a
high threshold, but the word images passed to Tesseract are not padded (text
generally extends to the end of the image) which is a domain that Tesseract
struggles with.
There are 586 fonts in our “easy” set, and they can be seen in Fig. 19.
2.6

Pre-training Curriculum Details

It has been noted by [9] that (billion parameter) autoregressive models have
training stabilized by a sequence length based curriculum. This may be related
to the success of our curriculum.
The small image pre-training uses the following tasks with uniform probability:
– Get Blanked
– Re-read Replaced
– Highlight Text
– Read Highlight
– Read On
The reading pre-training on full sized images uses the same tasks as normal
training, but with uniform probability. As there are more reading focused tasks,
this step of the pre-training is focused on teaching reading.
During the main pre-training, the datasets are not sampled uniformly. We
assume that some are more important than others. For the final model they are
sampled with the following frequency:
– IIT-CDIP: 45%
– Synthetic Wikipedia: 29%
– Synthetic Handwriting: 1%
– Synthetic Forms: 5%
– Distillation: 20%
For the ablation experiments, the models using all datasets has the given
frequencies, with all others having the same ratio between the datasets they do
have:
– IIT-CDIP: 53%
– Synthetic Wikipedia: 35%
– Synthetic Handwriting: 2%
– Synthetic Forms: 7%
– Distillation: 2%
The changed frequencies used for the final model reflect the uncertainty the
ablation showed regarding the importance of the distillation.
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Fig. 19. All “easy” fonts rendering the word “Dessurt” at a text height of 16
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Data Augmentation

Images of all datasets are scaled to match the size of Dessurt’s input. In all
our pre-training and fine-tuning, we apply some basic image augmentations.
For most datasets, we randomly re-scale the image to 0.9-1.1 its original size,
sampled uniformly. The exception is the census data which is scaled in the range
[1,1.15], and the FUNSD dataset, which has the range [0.8,1.2]. If the image is
larger than Dessurt’s input size (due to a re-scale), we randomly crop a region
form the image of Dessurt’s input size. We apply a random rotation from the
normal distribution with a standard deviation of 1◦ .
We apply brightness augmentation which adjusts the brightness and contrast between background and foreground for the synthetic handwriting, synthetic forms, and IAM full-page recognition. The method is the same as used by
Tensmeyer et al. [13], but we use σ = 20.

4

GAnTED

Here we describe the greedy-aligned normalized tree edit-distance (GAnTED),
the metric we use to evaluate form parsing.
This is simply a greedy optimization of the nTED [5] metric done by permuting child lists of the predicted tree. This is neccsary as there is not a canonical
ordering for forms. While we create the parse JSONs in a read order, it can often
appear ambiguous which elements should be read first. Additionally, the order
of the elements should be irrelevant to the information extracted.
The process we use is quite simple, if somewhat slow. We first convert the
JSON into a tree. We discard class information in this process. A header will have
it’s content as children, and a question will have it’s answer(s) as a child/children.
For tables, things are handed a bit differently. We could have the list of cells in
each row be children of its respective row header (the column headers have no
children), or have the columns of cells be children of the column headers (the
row headers having no children). While the model is trained to predict rowmajor tables, we note that often errors are made where a table is not recognized
as such, and thus the header-cell relationships are predicted instead. Our table
annotation of the FUNSD dataset is heuristic (see Section 5.4) and sometimes
erroneous leading to such label-value relationships in the GT. Thus we compute the GAnTED for all combinations of table-to-tree conversions and take the
minimum score.
We use the variant of TED where the relabel cost for the nodes is the normalized Levenshtein distance between the predicted string and the GT string.
This means the recognition errors should be balanced in relation to structure
errors.
The alignment is done in a breadth first traversal of the predicted tree. At
each node, we compute the nTED for the entire tree when the node is moved up
to 10 positions forward or backward in its list of children. We then place it in the
position that gave the minimum score. Each node gets re-positioned once in this
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Table 2. nTED, GAnTED, GAnTED with two aligment passes on the FUNSD and
NAF datasets
FUNSD
NAF
nTED GAnTED 2-GAnTED nTED GAnTED 2-GAnTED
FUDGE [3] w/ Tesseract 59.1
34.8
34.5
Dessurt scrambled
81.4
35.8
32.0
45.2
23.4
23.2 77.3
41.0
40.7
Dessurt
Dessurt w/ census train
- 87.8
46.4
45.8

process. After each node is re-positioned, the final nTED score is the GAnTED
score.
This is clearly not optimal, but given that the model attempts to predicted in
read order, it is quite stable, only changing the GAnTED slightly if the alignment
is done again.
In Table 2 we show the the nTED score, GAnTED score, and the GAnTED
score when the alignment is done twice. As can be seen, the greedy alignment
dramatically improves the nTED score, likely giving much accurate measures of
a model’s performance at form parsing, not just how well it matches the order
of the GT. We also evaluate computing GAnTED on Dessurt’s results when
each set of children in it’s tree are randomly permuted. This leads to decreased
performance and less stability, indicating that an approximate read order should
be established before computing GAnTED. We feel this should be reasonably
easy to do under most situations.

5

Experiment Details

For each dataset we fine-tune the long-pre-trained model with a learning rate
drop and early stopping based the validation set. We took the parameters with
the best validation set performance as the final model.
5.1

RVL-CDIP

This dataset has significantly more data than the others we evaluate on. We
drop the learning rate at 175K iterations, but are able to continue training to
a total of 1.5 million iterations with continuous improvement on the validation
set.
5.2

DocVQA

For DocVQA, we drop the learning rate at 200K iterations and evaluate the
model at 380K iterations.
5.3

HW-SQuAD

For HW-SQuAD, we drop the learning rage at 200K iterations and evaluate the
model at 970K iterations.
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FUNSD and NAF

The model frequently falls into the common autoregressive degeneration of repeating the same output (generally a JSON object). We counter this by postprocessing the output and removing any sequence of at least 8 characters that is
repeated consecutively at least 5 times. If the model fails to produce the end token, we use the last predicted tokens to form a new query for the model to parse
from. We note that this can allow the model to recover from a repeat degeneration, as often it will continue repeating till the maximum token length, these
are removed, and then a new query is made from the end of the non-degenerate
prediction. We re-query a maximum of 5 times.
Despite the highly regular structure of our JSON output, the model often
fails to produce valid JSON output, especially on more difficult forms. We craft a
series of rules to transform various JSON syntax errors into valid JSON, generally
favoring a simple, less structured, output. We assume our correction rules don’t
effect performance significantly as these are generally occurring where the model
is making other prediction errors.
During training on the FUNSD [6] and NAF [2] datasets, we use the same
task distribution as the pre-training on synthetic forms. While it may not seem
intuitive to training on tasks that are not part of the evaluation, the non-JSON
tasks do improve performance, possibly providing a regularizing effect. For the
FUNSD dataset, we drop the learning rate at 10K iterations and evaluate the
model at 51K iterations. For the NAF dataset, we drop the learning rate at 65K
iterations and evaluate the model at 320K and 400K iterations for the normal
and census pre-trained model respectively.
Table annotations for FUNSD The FUNSD dataset doesn’t contain annotations for tables. However, tables generally show up distinctively in the annotation with values having two labels linked to them. We use this along with
various spatial heuristics to determine if a set of links actually comprise a table.
It is generally successful, failing on tables where the label-value linking was left
incomplete in the FUNSD annotations.
Table annotations for NAF The NAF dataset does contain table annotations, however, the transcriptions for the cells is not present in the dataset.
We simply omit the cells of the JSON so only row and column headers are
predicted. This follows in line with [3], which omits tables from it’s predictions.
U.S.A. 1940 Census pre-training The census images we pre-train on are
publicly available at https://www.archives.gov/. The training set we use is 10,000
images. And example image is found in Fig. 20. The NAF dataset was also derived from the U.S.A. national archive and thus the census images represents a
very similar domain, although they lack any variation in layout. We ensure no
overlap between these dataseets.
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Fig. 20. Example image from the U.S.A. 1940 census

The proprietary annotations we use contain human transcriptions of select
columns of the main table in the document: line number, household ID, full
name, sex, age, relationship to head of household, race, and birthplace. In our
annotations, ditto marks have been filled in with the respective value, and the
model is trained to do this as well. The there are three tasks we use in the
pre-training:
– List the full contents of the table, being the above mentioned fields for each
row
– List all names: List the names on the document. This is the column with
the most variation and we assume most handwriting recognition is going to
be learned from this column
– List all ages: List the ages on the document. Similar to the above task, but
ensuring the model can read numbers
We crop the images to be only the left-side of the image as the only columns
we use are on the left side. This allows the document to fit the aspect ratio of
our model better and have higher resolution, which is needed given how dense
the handwriting is.
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IAM Database

When scoring our IAM NER [14] predictions, we do an alignment between the
predicted word transcriptions and the GT words, minimizing the total editdistance. This allows us to match the class prediction even on words the model
did not transcribe correctly.
For the experiment pre-training Dessurt on the IAM dataset for IAM NER,
for the last 200k iterations of the pre-training, 47% of the training instances are
synthetic documents, each containing two columns of words sampled randomly
from four IAM pages (both pages’ words are jumbled together). The model
must predict the contents of the two columns (full page recognition). By having
Dessurt read the words in random order we hope to prevent overfitting on the
dataset.
We note that the IAM splits used for IAM NER are not the same splits used
to train [4]. This means there is a potential information leak of test set data via
what the generation model has learned and is using to generate our synthetic pretrianing data. We feel this would be making a very minor impact on performance
especially given the Dessurt’s performance on IAM recognition [11], which does
not have information leakage, is roughly the same as the IAM NER recognition.
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Appendix B
Handwriting Line Generation Supplementary Materials
This Appendix contains Supplementary Materials for Text and Style Conditioned GAN for
Generation of Offline Handwriting Lines (Chapter 6). It includes details on the evaluation
protocol, the human evaluation experiments, and network architecture specifics. It also
includes additional qualitative generation results.
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Supplementary Material for
Text and Style Conditioned GAN for Generation of
Offline-Handwriting Lines
This document provides supplementary material for the paper “Text and Style Conditioned
GAN for Generation of Offline-Handwriting Lines” submitted to BMVC 2020, including
details of the human study described in the paper, additional image results, additional experimental ablation study results, and architectural details for the networks described in the
paper. The sections are as follows:
• S.1 Details on FID (and GS) computation.
• S.2 Details on human experiment.
• S.3 Additional generation results.
• S.4 Additional ablation results.
• S.5 Network specifications of each model part.

S.1

Discussion of FID evaluation and GS details

FID [12] is evaluated by passing an image through the convolutional network Inception-v3
and computing statistics on the average pooled features. Inception-v3 was designed to accept
images of size 299 × 299, and thus most implementations of FID rescale images to this size
before feeding them to the network. In most situations this is fine since GANs typically
generate square images. However, in the case of handwriting, particularly lines, images
are generally much wider than they are tall. Resizing them to be square causes significant
distortions to the image. Thus, it would make sense to resize images to a height of 299
and maintain the aspect ratio. Since Inception-v3 is fully convolutional up to the average
pooling, it can accept variable sized images. We evaluated FID with both the original square
resizing and aspect ratio preserving resizing. We found the scores produced when preserving
the aspect ratio appeared closest to the FID reported in [2] and [6] and thus assume these
authors applied something similar, although they do not report this. We follow [2] in using
25,000 training set images and generate 25,000 images using the same lexicon (words or
lines depending on dataset), but styles extracted from the test set. Like [6], we only run the
experiment once.
When comparing our generated images to RIMES words, there is a distribution difference caused by segmentation differences. RIMES words are segmented tightly to each word.
Our model is trained on RIMES lines, which generally have more whitespace on the top and
bottom of each word. Fig. 5 demonstrates this difference. To make comparison more fair, we
crop our generated words on the top and bottom to the first ink pixel (value less than 200).
This cropping resembles the segmentation of the word images and improves our FID score.
We also question in general the validity of using FID score for handwriting images. As
Inception-v3 is trained on natural images, not handwriting, FID seems ill-suited for evaluating the quality of handwriting images. Further investigation is required into the topic of
applying FID to image domains other than natural images.
For GS [22], the data is expected to all be the same size. Because the dataset has variable
width images and our method produces variable width images, we pad images to be the same
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width. Neither [2] nor [6] report how they handled this. We resize our images to a height of
32 to match [2] and [6]. Like [6], we only run the experiment once.
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S.2

Human Study Details

We submitted 78 image tasks to Amazon Mechanical Turk (35 real, 35 generated, 8 poorly
generated), requesting 200 workers to review each image. Each task consisted of instructions, with example images, a task image (real, generated, or poorly generated) and two
multiple choice questions. The first question asked the worker to select the correct transcription for the task image. Two choices were shown, one with the correct transcription, the other
a permutation of the correct transcription’s words (where the first and last words remained
in the same place). We removed punctuation so the permutation didn’t create artifacts that
made the choice too easy. This was to ensure the worker actually looked at the image and
was paying attention to what they were doing. The second asked if they thought the image
was written by a human or a computer.
The interface the workers saw can be seen in Fig. S1. The correct and incorrect transcription options were randomly ordered, the options between human and computer remained in
the same order.
The real instances used in the study were randomly selected from the test set. The generated images used the same text as the selected real instances, but the styles were from
interpolations between styles extracted from randomly selected test set images.
To help measure the reliability of the workers, we included poorly generated images
which should appear to not be written by a human. These were created using a model only
trained 2,000 iterations. The responses on these images were not included in the final evaluation, but were held out to help gauge the confidence that can be placed in the workers
efforts. The poorly generated images used in the study are shown in Fig. S2. The generated
and dataset images used in the study are in Figs. S3 and S4 respectively.
The transcription question was used to filter out workers which were unreliable (likely
clicking random responses to complete the tasks quickly). We only used workers who had
at least 90% accuracy on transcription (permutations can sometimes be very close to the
correct transcription leading to some error in even engaged workers). Additionally, we only
used workers we had at least 6 responses for. The selected workers had 89.5% accuracy on
the poorly generated images, the left-out workers had 79.0% accuracy.
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Figure S1: A screenshot of the interface the workers saw when completing a task. The
example images remained the same each task. The order in which the correct and incorrect
transcription responses were placed was random. We kept the task image large so detail
could be seen.

Figure S2: Poorly generated images from an intentionally under-trained model used in human study to evaluate participant ability or attention. These samples are not from our final
model.
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Figure S3: Generated images used in human study that were generated using random styles
(i.e. random interpolation of style vectors extracted from random pairs of real images from
IAM) and random text from the IAM corpus.
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Figure S4: Dataset images used in human study. These are randomly sampled from IAM.
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S.3

Additional Generation Results

We here show additional results from our model. Fig. S5 shows additional examples of style
interpolation. Figs. S6 and S7 shows generation using random interpolated/extrapolated
styles with fixed and varying text respectively. Figs. S8 and S9 show reconstruction results.
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Figure S5: Additional interpolation results between 9 different styles extracted from test set
images.
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Figure S6: Additional generation results using random extra/interpolations between test set
styles using the same text.
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Figure S7: Additional generation results using random extra/interpolations between test set
styles using varying text.
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Figure S8: Additional Reconstruction results. Green is original, blue is our model’s reconstruction.
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Figure S9: Additional Reconstruction results. Green is original, blue is our model’s reconstruction.
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S.4

Additional Ablation Results

We present additional results for each of the ablation models:
• Fig. S10: No reconstruction loss
• Fig. S11: No adversarial loss
• Fig. S12: No handwriting recognition supervision
• Fig. S13: No character specific components of S
• Fig. S14: No pixel reconstruction loss

Figure S10: Additional ablation results, without the reconstruction losses (random styles).
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Figure S11: Additional ablation results, without adversarial loss.
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Figure S12: Additional ablation results, without handwriting recognition supervision.
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Figure S13: Additional ablation results, without character specific components of S.
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Figure S14: Additional ablation results, without pixel-wise reconstruction loss.
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S.5

Model Specifications

We present here detailed diagrams of various parts of the model:
• Fig. S15: The handwriting recognition model R
• Fig. S16: The generator G
• Fig. S17: The auxiliary spacing network C
• Fig. S18: The discriminator D
• Fig. S19: The encoder E
• Fig. S20: The style extractor S
The encoder E is trained using the same IAM training set. It is jointly trained with a
decoder as an autoencoder with an L1 reconstruction loss and as a handwriting recognition
network with a recognition head using the CTC loss. It is trained with the Adam optimizer
6000 iterations with a learning rate of 0.0002.

Figure S15: Handwriting recognition network R architecture

Figure S16: Generator G architecture
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Figure S17: Spacer network C which predicts the spaced text. It predicts the number
of blanks proceeding each character and the
number of times the character should be repeated.

Figure S18: Discriminator D architecture.

Figure S19: Encoder network E (green) and auxiliary decoder (red) and recognition head
(yellow) used to train E.
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Figure S20: Style Extractor S. It leverages the output of R both as additional input and
to (roughly) locate characters. The locations are used to crop features to pass to character
specific layers (the learn to extract features for one character).

